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Upp~rclass

housed, room to spare

Despite fears ofhousing fhortage, 20 units were left over after all upperclass students selected housing
to include commuters again in the Kelley was displaying all the Vilfuture."
lage townhouse.s as unoccupied.
Fiebig partly attr.ibuted the
Upperclass housing .selection
"This is good for the students,"
took place on· the evening of volume of left over housing to a said Fiebig. "Now we just need to
. Tuesday, Nov. 14. This process; lack- of in,terest in. priority hous- fill the rest of these beds.'.' Fiebig
which was the subject of much. ing. "We had much fewer of _the expects -the remaining spaces_ will
discussion !his semester, took full-scholarship students show up be offered to students seeking·
place between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m . than anticipated," she observed. housing after the selections were
. in Kei'Iey Audttoriuin. · ,
Most .of these students took Com- finalized, including international
Students vied for spots in. the mons or Village apartments.
·and transfer stud_ents .. _,
With the lottery number 834,
Village; 1019 Dana Ave., 1760 _
"I expect that this will posiCleneay Ave. ·and the not-:Yet- sophomores Suzanne Johnson, tively impact admissions of transcompleted Commons. On~cam Julia _Schutte, Lori Goetzinger fer students," said Fiebig, who
pus students wi"th sophomore and Melissa Ann Ec.krich weren't - also sees the possibility for offerstanding or above_ were randomly even expecting .t.o receive on- ing housing to graduate students
assigned lottery· numbers, which campus housing, much less a and students with families. More
were posted ori Monday, Oct. 23. townhouse in the village. ''Let's sp!lces may also free up if stu. When the last group of stu- just say that we'd already set up dents currently housed pull out.
dents chose their future homes at appointments to .look at, some
In the Commons, 274 students
9:15 p.m., 20 units of on-campus apartments on Victory Parkway," . received housing. The Commons,
housing were left unoccupied. - said Eckrich.
is under construction by
Left were three two-person
Juniors Laura Hoag, Julie Capstone Development; a comunits at 1760 Cleneay Ave., four Poisson, Kristina -Jiner and Sara -pany specializing in student
apartments in 1765 and 1767 Lanzola were relieved and sur- housing.
Cleneay Ave., four single efficien- prised they received housing with
If the complex is not comcies in 1019 Dana Ave.,_ three the lqttery number 261. "There pleted by Aug. 15, 2001, the comtownhouses and all six flats 'in the were still 12 Commons apart- · pany is required by contract to
ments when · the 200s were house all students<in
Village.
a . hotel and.
.
Only 12 commuters were -called,'' said Hoag.
s,h]j_ttl~ :~em ~-o .and from c_lasses.
pulied into the ori-campus housThe four-bedroom a:partnients '~J?m wretty.,confident· that...
. _. _ ____ _ _ _ _
.
_ NEWSW/f?l;~HOTOBYDEVINMATHIS
ii-ig selection_ by. current_ resiclents .. in the Village· ai:id. the Commons Capsto~~. will ·get the· Commons .Students with at
sophomore Statiding participated
''.Including commuters was not a filled up at roughly the saine time, done_ in time,", said ·Fiebig'. - 'in on-campus housing selection Tuesday night Contrary to
concern," said Ava Jean Fiebig, and when the students holding "They're extremely motivated."
maiiy fears; all students who attended:re¢eived on-campus:
director of Residence Life. "And numbers in the 400s were lining
- .
housing and many spots still remain to be filled.
yes, we do think it would be_ safe up, the overhead proJector in
BY ERIN RYAN

- Asst. Campus News Editor
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WORDS AT WORK

Literary club bailed out by SGA
BY MELISSA CURRENCE

103 submissions for the fall edition and advertised on campus
-By a decision of 18-0, Student and in CityBeat;
_
Senate voted to give Xavier's lit- Roughly 20 students and facerary magazine, "The Athenaeum, ulty showed up to the meeting in
$4,200 on Monday. The club was'· support of the motion.
$3,000 in debt from previous pubc
. "This is the only thing on campus where people ·can express_
lications of the magazine.
"They didn't know how much themselves," said junior Kristi
they had and they didn't know Engel. "I was scared we would
how much they were· spending," . lose it."
said Amanda Trice, president of
The Athenaeum will now be
The 4.Jhenaeum, in an explanation printed off-campus.
of the increasing debt.
SGA would have had to pay the
Auxiliary Services, Xavier's debt even if Senate had not ap~
printing services, could not quote proved The Athenaeum budget.
the cost of production of the "Cover it now or cover it later,"
magazine until after the printing. said SGA president Jeff Pugh dur"The last issue [printed by ing Monday's meeting.
Xavier] cost $1,500. The same
· According to Tric.e, the issue
issue would have cost $500 at a will be printed within three weeks
. local business," said Trice.
of submission as opposed to
"Five years ago we printed 600 months by the printing service.
issues for $500," said Dr. Tyrone
This is the magazine's 87th
Williams, former adviser· of The year of student work. The magaAthenaeuin. The spring edition zine accepts submissions of powas 250 issues for $1,500.
etry, short stories, essays and creThe magazine has received ative non-fiction. .
- Campus News Editor

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARAH RICHTER

The Xavier Players performed "Words That Move" this past
weekend. "Words" featured works of poetry and other
.creative arts expressed by the movements of performers.
©2000 The Xavier Newswire
All rights reserved
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Tax team wins big
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It is hard for Auxiliary Services to estimate the price of
printing," said Trice. "I'm grateful that SGA decided to give us
the money. It is a-relief to be able·
to do the magazine now." Submission deadline for the fall issue has past.
Those interested in being on
the editorial board for the magazine this semester can email
xuathenaeum@hotmaiI.com.
Submissions for the. spring issue
will be early in the next semester. A reading for the fall issue
will take place early next semester.
During the meeting, advertising for the magazine was discussed as a possible way to raise
revenue .
''Advertising would make the
magazine trashy," said Engel. "It
would ruin the canv-as of The Ath,
enaeum."

DIVERSIONS:
Mullets everywhere!
PAGE 11
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Scholarships ·

Xavier tax. students
among
the·
best
BY

students from her accounting class
year to parti.cipate in the comThe Office of Financial Aid
The Xavier Tax Challenge Team petition.
has information on three scholarwas recently ranked among the top
During the Oct. 21 competition,
ships: Mensa Education and R.e- ·
20 teams in this year's Arthur . the foa,m spent the. day solving a
search Foundation, National SoAndersen Ta x Challenge.
· tax case. The team had seven hours
ciety of Accountants and Ohio
"It was a good experience for an to workon the probiem. The Xavier
State University Scho.ol of Pubaccounting student, and it's good team was the first team to finish ~ith
lic Policy & the John Glenn Into get Arthur Andersen's name out an hour before' the deadline.
stitute of Service and Public
there as an employer," ·said senior
, "We were up against many good
Policy. The Mensa sc~olarship is
Erin Lally.
schools this year,'" O'Clock said.
based on an essay competition on
The accounting department reThe team began meeting in Au- ·
.· the student's· career or academic
ceived $500 •in scholarship money gust and met once a week on aver~
goals. The National Society of
. from Arthur Andersen Accounting age in order to prepare for the com· Accountants a-.yard is open to
Firm, who sponsored the event, as petition. The team prepared~by
undergrads majoring in accountwell as natioi:ial recognition due to working on tax cases similar to
ing with at least a 3.0 GPA. The
the Tax Team's win..
those in the competition.
OSU scholarship is open to junParticipants in the winning team
. The team of four competed with
iors and seniors'·and is judged on
.llO other teams from 86 universi- are invited to apply for a full scholan essay about "The Internet aqd
ties throughout the country.
arship to the University of Denver
the Future of Democracy." Con· ·This year's team competed in the for a master's in taxation. Denver
· tact the Financial Aid Office at
regional competition \lt Ohio Staie has the top program in the country
745-3145 for more information.
University. There are nine region.s for taxation.
in which the schools P.articipate, but
'Xavier'~ team has finished in the
. winners are only recognized nation- top 10 or top 20 the past four out bf
ally.
five years. Winners are not informed
Saturday, Dec. 2 at 9:30 a.m.
This year's team consisted of se- of the exact place they. received,
Student Services is sponsoring
niors L.ally, Darcie Recker, Sharinon ·they are only told if they are in the
College Bowl; where individuals
Williams and Kevin Zinser and ac- top IO or top 20.
or teams of four may enter to comcounting professor Dr. Priscilla
"They area real credit fo Xavier
pete. Members of the winning
O'Clock.
University. They did a fantastic·
· team will be selected to form a
O'Clock selected the top. four job," said O'Clock.
varsity team, which will go.on to
Ohio Weslyan University to compete in the ACU-I Regional Tour~
nament in February. Students
may register at the Info Desk in
Nieporte Lounge or at Student
Services in O'Connor Sports Center. For more infomation, call Student Services at 745-3202.
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'ls-There Life After Tea?'

ABBY COUCH

Contributing Writer
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·College bowl.
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Farid Esack, a wideiy published writer on Islam, gender, liberation
theology and Qu'anic Hermeneutics, spoke Mondi'IY evening in
Kelley Auditorium. The event was sponsored by the Brueggeman
Center for· 1nterreligious Dialogue.
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Where.'s my coat?
St. Vincer.:it de Paul Society is
sponsoring a coat and clothing
drive from Monday, Nov. 27 to
Sunday Dec. · 17~ When you return from Thanksgiving break,
please remember to bring back
anything you would like to do. mite. Boxes will be located
throughout campus. Questions
can be directed to Ed Klene. at
. 531-6451.

:1io1l;tdilIStu'derit Services at745"

:3~oi't\;'.'..jt·.:··••·N.. i,~ .::':.f/J.:··:;:··.•·•.\•···••··.•·.····:·•·

Are you a commuter?
Commuter Council is
sponsoring a discussion
for commuters at 3:30 p.m .
· fn Alter 314 on ·Thursday,
Nov. 16. Refreshments will
be served.

OutFront panel
On Monday, Nov. 20 at 7:30
p.m., the OutFront panel "Religion & Homosexuality" will be
held in Kelley Auditorium. A
panel of religious leaders of different faiths will discuss their perspectives on homose~uality. This
event is sponsored by OutFront .
and Amnesty International.

Tukemeaway
Campus Ministry and Peace &
Justice Programs are sponsoring
the Threshold Retreat, an opportunity to explore the connection
betweeQ. faith and justice. The
retreat will be held Dec. 1-3. Signups are now'available at Campus
Ministry and the Dorothy Day
House. The cost is $45 with a $25
non-refundable deposit at signup. Call the Dorothy Day House
at 745-3046 with questions.

Police Notes
Saturday, Nov. 4, 12:30 p.m.
- A student in Buenger Hall reported receiving a bill for.$100 in
long distance calls she didn't
make. An investigation revealed
two students had been mailed the
wrong PIN numbers. The matter
was corrected and the proper accounts were credited.

sion was stolen from .a locked office on the second floor. It is estimated that the theft occurred within
tlie last two weeks.
Friday, Nov. 10, 11 :50 p.m. An underage student was cited for
consumption of alcohol when he
was observed hiding in. the bushes
alongside Joseph Hall.
·
Saturday, No'v. 11, 2:36 a.m.
- A student was cited for reckless
driving when he was observed driving his vehicle off the roadway and
around a gate on Webster Avenue.

· Thursday, Nov. 9, 3 p.m.
Two students informed Campus
Police that several non-students
assaulted them outside Soupie's
Bar in the Norwood Plaza. Several
Saturday, Nov. 11, 7 a.m. suspects were identified and will Campus Police received a report
charged by the Norwood Police . that three vehicles had been broDepartment. According to the in- ken into behind an apartment
vestigation, the suspects were at- building on the 1700 block of
tempting to pick fights inside and Cleneay Avenu.e~ Miscellaneous
outside the bar.
items were taken, including a cell
phone, money and a car stereo.
Friday, Nov; 10, 10 a.m. Campµs Police and Norwood PoAn employee in Joseph Hall re- lice are currently investigating. ·
ported that a 13-inch Sharp televi-

Saturday, Nov. 11, 9 a.m. An XU groundskeeper reported
someone damaged the railing outside a house.on the 3700 block of
Ledgewood Avenue.
Saturday, Nov. 11, 7:35 p.m.
- A student reported his keys
had been stolen fron} the wall between CBA and Bellarmine
Chapel. The student had been
playing Frisbee and when he returned the keys were· gone.
Sunday, Nov. 12, 3:40 p.m.
- Campus Police backed up Cincinnati Police on the 900 block
of Marion Avenue concerning a
boyfriend/girlfriend dispute.
Both were separated and he was
transported to his residence.
Sunday, Nov. 12, 1:20 p.m.
- A student reported that someone scratched the driver's side of
her 'car with a blunt instrument..
The car was parked in the Cohen
lot.

Monday, Nov. 13, 3:45 p.m.
- A student notified Campus Po~
lice that someone had attempted
to steal her car while it was parked
on the street outside·· 3740
Ledgewood Avenue. The passenger-side window was broken and
the steering column had beeri
pried open. T~e matter was referred
to the Cincinnati Police.
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. Volunteers needed

If -the turkey has

better grades

.;...tcfparticipate in a medical· research studyi
which may require you to take one dose of
an ·experimental .medication.
·

than· you •••

If you're a non-smoker, age 18~65,.
and in good health, contaet Julie at
513-861-~ 100 ext. 4919 ·
or Barbara at ext. 443 7. ·

Compensation for participation is ·
available.
.·

"

· •••come see us.
· Stop by or call the Learning Assistance
Center for information on getting a tutor.
We're located on the first floor of Kuhlman
Hall.
·

LAC 745-3280

LooKiN3 ··For .StlJdeNtS 'l'Ho. Have. aN op1NiON aNd · WaNt
to

\fOiCe . tHe .coNcerNS

.oF tHe StlJdeNt

bOd~JJ

p1cK 11p appl1cat10NS at tHe .INFo DeSK/CoMMIJter. CeNter. at all RA DeSKS ·aNd <>N .
.tHe

_stt1deNt .ijo\ferHMeNt 0FF1ce ·doors.

fill Olft aNd retlJrN, b~ eltHer ON CClMpllS Mall to MAIL LOCATION
off to tHe eN\feLOpe ON 'tHe ofFace door.
Q.lJeStlONS??? Call JeFFre~ POSH at 745-4249

'2128 or drop

·"'"·'
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Aroundthe world·this week·

ass':'. :;.:>Source:. Colle ePress Wire · ·
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: :·Oermany

opened.·~ :.case,·
~gairis,t'theUnite<LStates ~il the
. Internatiorial 'CourtcofJu.'stfoe.
•ddfonMohcJay byco~cl~m~~
ing ili~ e~(ecutfons Of i~o .. Ger~.·
rhoi)esi:wnf:J.oe: a::massiVe' commit-. man Citirens last year in Arizona;·
·.:meAff9~;W¥$i~~~9~::-~¥~~~bol~!~~. " .. ' G~~~ny cfai111s. Walter. ~ncl .
. the.c,6uµ91y!s ,t1e4g1ing democracy. .: -Karl: .LeGrand; prothers ·.con~
.• /·j,\:Belgt~~e'.~th'irikI·tllnk
:vic.ted
offatallystabbirig pank
"
.
... :· ., ,, .. - .
. .. ,, . , . '.
:.11;t~~C4JY,U.s9,~~avia :n~ed,_s ~Ore t}iim ·.·... m~!lag~r: in. Arizo.na. in .1982-, .
.:$~~.():;Diilli()n h1.:~111ergeP,cy;,aid to •• •were denied consular represen;f~Y.o'ici cbll~pse:of its ~oriomy and · ..tation, .whieh ·can preverit for~·
::~:~er$z'.·15 biHion forio~g-terri:t · ~ign::nationals: from being ex~· .
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:"~~1~~~~~~~~~~~:~~r6~~,l~~:.r:~1:~~~~~r¢.4~~mf~l~~~d~~.
·<mud~ delay, the d1~sat1sfaction

will·

"violated its mtemattonal-legal _
BY YOSSI ZAMIR, · KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE .

·dem'o'cfaliz'iitioti1i:.:ofaPresiderit ;:•:uruted:statesofthe.brothefs'de.:, ·

'.~~IJ~Ti~~i~1,ifJ;;~il\l~i
· govehuilent has ;done J1ttl<f tO im,. ' was· a\vioiation: of.the·: Vienna:

Israeli police arrest a PalestiQian man for· participating in a violent demonstration
in. the Old City in east Jerusalem last Friday. An Israeli ·policeman was wounded.
when. a small bomb exploded outside the Old City walls. As violence continues in
Israel, the death count con~inues escalate. As of Monday night, the death toll
included 192 Palestinians, 13 Israeli Arabs and 22 Israeli Jews, bringing the total number
of dead to 227. ·
·
·

to

;!~~;i~~~i~,~tW~~',;;~!i~~~~%1iJI' ·

<

•

· .;· ·. AlthoiigW:We11«:n(~Qi.lttl#es'.11re :.. ·'thafi.t ,W,ill ~of faff.t(>}notifyJli~:

.•111~111~fi~'(:::11r4~111~

.:hiid ~qb~rd:~ples•to getWhat·at4:.it~ .• no(~halJe1;1gfog,th¢::pi~i~fi_g~~::
foY1.,1gosl~vi.adi(soori :·as pq~~ .· .to
the.d~ath:-~naityJri .
', • .. " .• ; : '·"· ....• - ..• :·. . :< . ,
'.· ,' ' . ::•
- ' ... ,., .......1.,,.
. ::: ;. ,; '
.. '. ;).:, '.' ' :: ."'?" "' ._, '\.. .:•'.
: sible.' Most:U$-aid:wm hot' arrive .·.··.ifs ownjurisdictfon;'Bilthe:said;;

;can·

'~·

_exerd!se,,
'"~-·

Iicies,;su
entat'th'e/d:iurC:
.Iinkoo.toU;s~·.·
..... ,, . , . . ",..; ... ;I>?,,,,,,:,
.. ·'· ,.,.P~· ortin
. . ,...... g''··:·
.... '"" ,The•iu;s::a.
·u.... ,.... , ...... ..,.,.. .. "·g'" "'"""·"'i""'".,,,,.,,,,,k·i
: i'nde~ridence· for:Moriteriegrfr and.,· . will .",begin; presentiiig: jlie~iUis::~:

·•:ll~f~l~~f,i:i~~l~flji
. $20 .millfon"' ifr food .aid fO' be dis~... :.·~ vendhe exec'ution •1n '.Texas: of
tribtit~d 'by;.th~ wbtld'Fo~d Pro: ... M~xic~~ibcirh.Mi~G61>F.16res,

.=r~J<~;l:~~bi:thlly. ~~~~~~~~:t,1;:1~1~;
Mtjre info about .
· ,_'·R~p¢1'.Jeaqefsigi1S"'
.sex,tra~e.:o~Russiart:.•~.· .· ·.· ~: . d.~~~~•·t!.r~;. '.§q~ . 9iyi~··
woinen;needed :.. ,• .. ·.:war ;iiot'over :· ·:;:..::

·A ~~~· trafficking'conferen~~ or-· · . · •· ·· 1i1e~d~~ o~the r~bei Revd~· ·
ganized by the. charity .MiraMed l~tiOn~ry· United· F~ont
Institute conciud~d .la~t,we~k by. · last.weeksaidthe 30~daf~fia'se~
callingfor more iitforinatiori in the·. fin.~ deal b~okered ~riday ~lis
'fight to stbp the trafficking of Rus- guarantee .of. the en9 of war ill ·
. sian women to Western Europe.
Sierra Leone. . ... · .
.· .. , .
Less than· an hour· after the
''There is a great reluctance to
recognize itnd address this prob~ . deal was signed in Abuja, Nige~ .
Ieni," said an unnamed conference ija, Colonel Jonathan Kposowa
organizer. "The reality is that it is a characterized H as simply a
modern slave trade, just as profit- "stepping stone" and said he
able as it was 200 years ago."..
could. gi.ve "no guarantees it
·The .Organization . for. Security means the end of war."·
and Cooperation :i~ Europe esti·. Friday's meetings b~twe~n ·
mates that ·some 500,000 Russian the government and RUF'leadwcimen have been trafficked in the ers; under Economic Commulast decade, although exact num- nity of West African States ausbers are hard to determine. Activ- pices; were the first since reists complain .that the. problem is . ~ewed fighting broke out in
still n()ttaketi seriously by the Rus- :rt1:ay. ·• · . ·
· ··
.·
sian government, which has no
Kposowa refused to say
laws specifically dealing with hu- whether his troops would surrenman trafficking; ·.
.
.
der the diamond mines they
The 'sex trade stems ·from hold:' "Instead of'finding soluwomen's desire to escape the pov- · tions to the problem, they are
eity cif i'ural Russfa, as well as igno- telling us ·about diamond; diarance, weak legal. system and a mond, diamond," he said. "I
well-organized network of inter- don't think that's the problem."
national criminal groups.
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PLAN TO END AFFIRMATIVE ACTION MAY HAVE COST GEORGE W. BUSH BLACK VOTE

>
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·Jeb Bush's One Florida
·plat) lllay
have hurt his brother's ca.mpaign
'' ','ter resu\ts by ass~ring college.ac-..

people were able to identify with
ceptance for the top 20 percent of what they saw as arrogance.".
every high school class, and holdRoy Roberts, 21, of Los AngeTALLAHASSEE, Fla. - The ing purchasing agents responsible· · les joined a silent sit-in by about
black voters who marched on
., the for increasing business with minor- 350 students cifFloridaA&M Uni·
versity at the Capitol, wearing an
Capitol last spring, vowing to "Re- ity firms.
In the weeks before the election, :'Arrive With 5" t-shirt, the slogan
member in November," seem to
have made Governor Jeb Bush's· Bush trumpeted major increases in of a drive asking students to bring
One Florida. plan backfire on his university admissions and state friends with them to the polls. Robbrother's presidential campaign. business for minorities under One erts said One Florida was only one
One year ago Thursday, the Florida. For a year; he insisted One factor in a massive push by the
governor's executive orders wiped Florida was not intended to prevent NAACP, the university's student
out affirmative action in university a California-style referendum on af- government, churches and other
admissions and· state purchasing. firmative action that would have organizations.
They were widely seen as an at- brought out a huge .black turnout.
"The controversy is never gotempt to head off a ballot initiative But Tuesday's returns indicate that ing to die down," he said. "The stuthat would have brought out a large happened anyway, according to dents at FAMU are very passionate
black vote and hurt Republicans.
'about our school and o'ur future."
Democratic Party estimates ..
"Jeb Bush's intention with One
Florida;-at the very least, was not to
wit~
harm his brother. His intention was
to continue diversity without affirmative action," said Lance
deHaven-Smith, a political science
professor at Florida State University and assistant director of the
Florida Institute of Government.
-Lance deHaven-Smith,
"George W. Bush was a victim of
political science professor at Florida State University
circumstances and timing."
He said One Florida and the
They· estimate black people
Jeanette Wynn, president of the
mass march against it by ab.out
10,000 protesters March 7 coin- cast about 15 percent of Florida's American Federation of State,
up from 10 County and Municipal Employees,
cided with the controversies in ballots Tuesday South Carolina for the GOP presi- percent in 1996. In Leon County, said that "people are actually afraid
dential contender, over the Confed- where Tallahassee is located, ass is- · , for their Ii velihood" because Bush
erate flag and about a campaign tant elections supervisor Janet Olin. ended race preferences in college
speech at Bob Jones Universi_ty. said one precinct had an increase admissi.ons. and state purchasing.
Those events reinforced an image from 41 percent in 1996 to 60 per- Her 67 ,000-member union, about
that "the Bush family c:Ioesn't re- cent this year, and another rose fr.om 85 percent black, poured $100,000
into Gore's Florida effort.
spect black people," deHaven- 41 percent to 55 percent.
Smith said. ·
"That can be largely attributed
"One Florida is the· thing that
motivated people," ·wynn said.
Bush has insisted he would have to Jeb." Welch said.
"Whatever he intended, he ere- "All of the turnout activities started
issued his executive orders for One
Florida even if his brother hadn't ated a confrontational situation that · from there. "
inspired a lot of people," said Jon
been running for president.
Calling minority purchasing Ausman, vice chairman of the
goals and college admissions pref- ·Florida Democratic Party' and a
erences "legally suspect,'' Bush longtime activist in Leon County
said One Florida would show bet-· politics. "He personalized it, and
BY BILL COTTERELL.
Knight-Ridder Newspapers

~~-"'-~..;;.;;;c"---"-"-'--'-'--'-'=="-~~

'Jeb Bush's intention
One Florida
was, at the very least, not to harm his
brother ... George W. Bush was a victim of
circumstances and timing. "
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RegistratiOfl inconvenient
In. the-spirit of Thanksgiving, ..
Ideally, all stude.nts would have
we at The Newswire would like to one. continuous adviser who _was·
ensure everyone· we indeed are fairly knowledgeable about their aca~
thankful· for, well, everything. .demic needs. This would preveQt us
However, we have a small cornu- from having to meet with multiple
advisers who really do not know anycopia of concerns.
Priority Registration - let's thing about our individual. situations ..
start with these simple words that This does not seem like a difficult
are in fact o·ne of the most com- request, artdit would make the regi~
plex parts of college life. We have tration process just a little easier for
some news for the Registrar's Of- us priority students. Itwould also be
fice - there is nothing "priority" helpful if advisers could offer more
about th.e registration from Nov. time options for meeting with them.
14-21.
In addition to the registration proPriority is simply a feel-good cess we are also a little confused
word to ensure the majority of about the registration form. Why is
Xavier students they are important it every semester we have to tell the
and will get to register for some Registrar's Office our religion, gender, citizenship
classes. The
and ethnic origin?
real pri~rity
registration
This is most likely
occurs during
on file anyway
and answering·
previous weeks
when 'excluthese questions is
sive' students
a waste. oftime.
get to register.
After waiting for a
J •
"
good 30 minutes
We aren't sure
wh.at this is
to finally reach the
called.·
upstairs of .the
Among the special students registrar's office, race and religion are
who register first are at~letes. In- hardly irnportant. What is even mor.e
teresting that one of .the reasons ironic is if you happen to be a refu· they register first is so classes do gee or non-resident of the country
not interfere with practices and . they do not even want your ethnic origames. Shouldn't it be the other . gin. Our solution - leave them
way around? At an institution blank.
such as Xavier academics should
Finally, we all know registration
be more important than sports.
is a stressful time for students: So to ·
So when the average student make it a little easier for us all, let's
finally gets to-register, one would schedule the upperclass housing sethink this process would maintain lection and Homecoming in the same
·
·
some benefits since it is ·priority week.
Oh, and for all you upperclassmen
and all. No - we are forced to
run,arqund meeting with' advisers who signed a housing contract last
who.most likely have justas much night to live in the pile of dirt across
or l~ss knowledge about our aca- from the Cintas.Center-:- good luck.
demic needs at times convenient
to only them.

'1deally, all
students would have
·one continuous
auviser ....
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New directory ignores student diversity·
You can call .me picky or over- lnclu~ion, yet the latest directory student's life at Xavier - often on
zealous if you like, butl have a little cover' does not back up the talk. Saturday and Sunday mornings problem with the .cover of ourlat- ·• They do not even.include the token the curriculum has ingrained in stu'est student telephone direcfory. Let African-Americ,:an or woman so dents the idea diversity should be ·
me. make itclear I am not calling many other publications have the embraced with seriousness and atfor a directory .recall. Arigry really "decency" to include.
·
tention. Reflecting on the time and
.does. not represent my reaction, ei- .
When Jhe directory came out, I money Xitvier invests into its culther. I am just little disappointed thought there would be a greater tural diversity core classes, students
and confused.
must unquestionably be attuned to
On the cover of the 2000-2001
these issues.
directory, we have 29 X!ivier stu~ .
Additionally, is 1958 of any spe- ·
dents forming a human "X" with
cial significance I do not know
their bodies and ·wearing caps 'that
about? Why was t~is Ph<;>.t2grnp!i
.say "58" _:__the year the photo was
chosen? Why was the color distaken I' presume. However; every
torted to embellish the whiteness of
student· on the cover of this publi- ·
these men?
cation, ·a publication supposediy
I again want to re-iterate there
representing the face of our student
is nothing inherently wrong with
body; is a white man.
~he this 'picture or with white males. I
T.here is absolutely nothing
just see it as a small reflection of a
wrong with being a white man - I
larger attitude Xavier de~lares it i.s
. am one myself. (And perhaps that
trying to oppose. Especially in this
could add some validity to my,· arcity; which at times has struggled
gument. Ifa white guy notices this outcry from: the general student with.'promoting diversity, the latest
and laments, what might ·the · body about its lack of color and gen-.' directory cover see1!1S like a poor
women and ·students of color on der diversity. After all, Xavier does. . portrait of a university claiming to
campus think?) Nevertheless, at require its students to take wh.ole be .moving towards inclusion.
this point in Xavier's history, white hour ·of Class that trains them .to
- Scott Holzknecht ·
men 'statistically represent much embrace minorities. Certainly with.'
Class of 'OJ
less than half of our student body. fr Pluribus Unum classes meeting
Our school pre~ches diversity and twice throughout the 'course of a

a

"Our school
preaches diversity and
inclusion, yet the
·latest directory cover ·
does not back up
talk;"

a

Panel discusses religion and homosexuality
·. Religion and Homosexuality
-These days.most people view
these two words as an oxymoron.
However, this is not the case with
the religious leaders at OutFront's
next pariel.
. OutFront (Amnesty Internaional's campaign for lesbian, gay,
bise~ual and transgender human
rights) sees the need for everyone
to understand not all religions
look do~n on homosexuals. It is
too often thought no religion accepts and welcomes homosexuals (by accepting I do not mean
allowing them into the Church
only if they are celibate). Many
religions embrace homosexuals
and understand the fact it is not' a
choice and it is as certain and
natural as brushing your teeth.
Everyone is entitled to religion
and should be able to feel comfortable in their community
whether they are gay or straight.

Knowing the diversity among religions as well as their belie.fs on homosexuality helps in the fight
against prejudice and 'stereotypes.
This concern about religion and
homosexuality is rarely discussed in

''Many religions
embrace homosexuals
and understand. it .is
not a choice. "
Xavier theology classes and
OutFront wants to call attention to
this issue.
OutFront is working to better in;foi:m the Xavier community about
homosexuality. As a Jesuit university, we are often only exposed to
one belief of homosexuality. The religious .panel on Monday, Nov. 20

will give everyone the opportunity to hear the way other religious leaders deal with this issue.
The panelists will represent
more than five different religions, including Roman Catholicism. Each religious leader will
speak on behalf of their community and the audience is encouraged to dialogue their questions
and concerns. OutFront hopes to
reach as many people as possible
in order to stretch and challenge
Xav.ier's thinking on diversity.
_:Stacy Kim
Class of '03

The religion and homosexuality panel will'be Monday,
Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium.
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Off'~campns parties.a tradition to be

R

.

reckoned with

· "Well, I don't understand why we were even. stricter about keep~ ·.. whenever he' sees or hears anyone . effort than necessary, and nothing
you even have to have parties." . ing our g~estsinside and ensuririg._: :~alklng by his house on the week- good has come of it besides Dr.
Chief Couch said this when he made they left orderly and without cups. . end. Or that he assumes these Smith's complements, there will be
his stop at 925 Marion, while visit- . We also carded at the door. We al- · people are going to or coming from. .no more. parties at 925 .Marion Ave.
ing all suspected. party houses. lowed underage students inside, but a party. This man lives almost half We recommend all off-campus
Chief Couch, the "college party" only house-members served beer ofa mile awayJrom us and there is houses follow our example. We
has been around a lot longer than and they only. s_erved those guests no way our party coulc;I disturo. have obviously been beaten.
you or me, and. no rule, fine or who were marked as-being over 21. ·him.
Wish us luck in our hearing, and
feeble threat is going to change.that. Campus Police came, .~nd m~ch to
I suggest he had no right to call . let it be the final ruling on the
the· police on us. That would im·- student's right to have off"campus
It. is part of college tra4ition,~ yet.
there is persecution for having a
ply X~vier has no right to harass parties.
party..
.
. .
us, and then this hearing would be
Xavier is a private institution
The Xavier Handbook states
unjust.
which can make up any set of rules
. The man does donate money to its current administration desires,
very clearly Xavier will only break ·
up off-campus parties if they get an
Xavier. All we do is pay tuition, and if I don~t like it, I have every
J
v
.
go, to classes, earn degrees, become right to take my business elseoff-campus complaint. But if our
party i1> distur,bing no. one, does
.~I.llinni and p~ovide the future e~, where. But if Xavier really plans
xtiVfuf'fi'11\ikdhy fightto'harass us? .
cfowment. ·The school would not onpunishingstudentsjustforholdIfthe:Y have received no valid como·
exist without the ·students, but tha.t ing parties, if they plan on making
plaints aren't they harassing us only_
:doesn't mean we should have any Xavier a party-free campus, lsugbecause Wf: are enjoying ourselves?
rights.
gest they be fair to the in-coming
Dr. Luther Smi_th. requested our
Our efforts to respect the com- freshmen. I demand they tell eventire house come t~ his office for our surprise, suggested t~ey had re-.· munity, so long as we are respected eryone who applies to Xavier that
·a meeting after our first party. He ceived a noise complaint. .
in return, have failed. One side re-· parties will not be tolerated, regard~··
commended us foi;: having such a
Campus Police asked us a sec fuses to respect the other. We less of how orderly they are and
massive party without receiving a ries of questions and documented apologize to Xavier's administra- regardless of whetherornot Xavier
si~gle complaint from. our neighthe opposite of everything we said: ti on because we cannot find any- has legitimate cause to breakthem
bors. He also commended us on . "Was there ·a fee for the beer?" thing better to do with our free time up. ··I cannot wait for that next
reaching an agreement with our "No," The write~up reads "un- ·other than the most immoral act~ record-breaking class. .
neighbor who calls the police known." "Did you check for IDs?" · we currently enjoy. We apologize.
- Devlin Kane, Class of 'OJ
chronically. We were complimented· "Yes." They documented we served to the student body because al- ·
-Andrew Armstrong, Class of
because our party demonstrated · to minors.
though we try as often as possible, 'OJ
concern for the Xavier community.
We· found out who called, a:nd we fail to provide a party that is
____:Michael Ennis, Class of 'OJ
The Saturday before Halloween, we found out we have a hearing. I fun and safe, yet still rev~res rewe had costume party. We knew am not going to go off'about how spect for the community. I guess
·Xavier was expecting it. This time· ·someone on Dakota calls the police since we have.already put out m«)fe

"Jj_'our parry i! _
disturbing no one,
h ·
ao_es AaVzer .. ave any
:riohfto hara_sius?".·

a

Dear Doc,
There is something on the outside of my bottom that usually is
not there. It itches and it hurts!!!
I'm not aboufto get out a mirror
or want anyone else looking down
there.
Signed, Itchy ·
Dear Itchy,
It's probably a hemorrhoid. You
should have nurse or doctor check
it so it can be treated ..

a

Dear Doc,
. This may have been asked before, but my friends and I are having minor debates about this.
Would you be more prone to
Athlete's Foot if you drink mostly
micro brews with higher yeast
content?
Signed, Mr. Bock
D_ear Mr. Bock;
No, Athlete's Foot is due to a
different type of fungus on the skin.

DDca~D~,

T A L K

ocphy<idan. ]f;t',ju,tced,take

Dance to be respected

Can you getover a bladder in- Advil or Tylenol and leave it alone
Dear Xavier Students,
sible and·considerate of our environfection without taking antibiot- · - to heal. Right after the burn hapAs Executives of the S.tudent ment to create an extremely successics?
pens flush the area with cool run- Government Association, we feel . ful event, one that will be appreciSigned, Worried ning water or apply a cold water it is our responsibility to inform ated by future students and welcompress until the pain lessens.
you, the student body, Of some comed for many years to come by
Dear Worried,
Do not use ice or ice water, which . · important matters concerning the the administration. Or we can treat
)'.'es, sometimes mild infections can cause more damage to the tis- . upcoming Homecoming Dance on this facility as many students have
will clear with increa~ed fluids, sues. Cover theburn with a clean Friday, Nov. 17, 2000. .
treated other facilities at.past Home~
·cranberry juice and/or over the (sterile, if possible), dry, nonfluffy
Although many of you may not coming Dances, with disregard and
be. aware, past Homecoming carelessness. If that happens we can
counter urinary medications~ How- baridage such as a gauze pad.
ever, it's safer and quicker to use Never put tape on a burn. Using Dances have always been held at all be assured we will not be asked
an antibi()tic.
old time remedies like food or oil an off-campus location. This year back again.
may keep the burn from healing. the StudentActivities Council has
We hope each of yo1,1 will rememand may cause infection.
worked diligently to bring this 'ber this and act as responsible and
' DearDoc,·
Ok, I want professional advice
dance "home" to all of you by pro- thoughtful Xavier students when you
. for minor burns. When I burned
gramming it in the riew Cintas Cen- enter the Cintas Center this Friday
Questions answered by Dr.
my arm on the. curling iron last James P. Konerman, ihe medical·· ter. This is the first event of its kind night.
week I got way more advice than
to be held in the new center and·
director of the Health and
I· wanted about how to treat .it.
with that comes some added re~
-Jeffrey Pugh
'Couseling Center mid graduate
reople told me to use anything
sponsibilities.
SGA President
of Xavier. Univesity. Questions
from butter to cooking spray.
We are asking that while at the
-Jennifer Buckley
for Doc Talk can be dropped off · ·
Which is better?
dance, each of you keep in mind
Administrative Vice President
at the Health and Couseling
. Signed, . Confused
this is our. facility and the way in
-Mark Mallett
Center or emailed to
which we treat it this Friday will
Legislative Vice President
opednewswire@hot1i1ail.com
Dear Confused,
determine our accessibility to it in
If there's blistering see a nurse
the future. We can all be respon-
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Baseball signs
four recruits
The Xavier baseball team
add.ed some young talent to its
roster this past week by signing
on four recruits for next year's
squad.
. Head .coach John Morrey has
. enlisted. the services of Brett
Smith (Cincinnati Country Day),
Jay Johnson (Dixie Heights High
School), Kevin Cunn,ingham
(Laurel, Md.) and Sean Finnegan
· ~ (Hilisborough, NJ.).
Smith, a 6~2 shortstop/pitcher,
·was. named the Cincinnati
Enquirer smail school Player-of.the-Year la~tyear as a Junior. He
:won the Cincinnati All-City bat;ting title in 2000 after hitting
.582.
Johnson; a 6-1 third baseman/
pitcher; leq his team in nearly every offensive category last season while batting .487. On the
Johnson ·was 6-2 with a
l.S9 ERA, The .Nortern Ken. tticky._ Athletic Conference
named him Player-of-the-Year.
The 6-2 .Cunningham adds
another. catcher to the roster,
while the 6-1 Fin~egan will look
to earn some .tim·e in Xavier's
pitching rotatiOn.
. "We feel that. we have seeured .
another .excellent recruiting
class, highlighted by the signing
of Brett Smith and Jay Johnson,
two of the best players _in the
Greater Cincinnati/Northern
. Kentucky area. Each. player in
this class "has- an opportunity fo
... coriti!bul:e early and often in his.
ca~eer," said Morrey.

mound,

. UMass has early
lead onA-10
Commish's Cup
With the fall sports season behind us, Massachussets has
jumped out to an early lead in the
A-10 Commissioner's Cup
standings.
With 46 points thus far, ·
UMass enjoys an early lead
thanks to strong showings by
their women in field hockey (first
place) and men's soccer (tied for
first). Dayton and Rhode Island
are tied for second with 36
points, while Duquesne and
Xavier share fourth place with
28.5 points.
Points are awarded in· descending order of finish, equal to
the number of teams participat. ing in each sport. The cup goes
to the most successful athletic
program.

Swimmers win
·The women's swim team
notched .its first victory of the
year by knocking off St. Louis .
61-33.
Freshmen Brittany Kessler
and Arigie Hinrichs both earned
two individual victories. Kessler
took the 1000 Free and 20·0 Fly,
while Hinrichs won the 200 individual medley and the 200 ·
Back.

-Joe Angelia

. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Muskies fall. to fighting Illini
Spectacular season, ··Gruber's career comes to an endin-NCAAs
. We knew we could play better. We
just needed to ease back a bit and
just enjoy, what we were doing. To
go unbeaten for. 14 games is some. thing we did not imagine, butthat's
what happened," said Quinn
· The ability .to shutout other
teams' and finally score some goals
helped Xavier rattle off 13 wins in
their last 15 games.
"Certainly credit our defense and .·
Megan Veith. We also got multiple
· people scoring and not just Annette.
Our n:tidfield started to possess the
ball much better," said Quinn.
.
Xavier finished the season with
a. 14-7-1 record. They tied the
school record with nine consecutive
victories. They set a school record
by going 14 matches in a row without iosing. They outscored· their
opponents 23-3 in their 14-game
. unbeaten streak. This year's team
also set the school record for 11
shutout victories. · Sorhomore
Megan Veith set the school record
with those 11 shutouts.

BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

· Comin~ off a great weekend in
which Xavier beat UMass and
Dayton to capture their second Atlantic 10 Championship, the Musketeers beat both UMass and Payton 1-0 to earn their second NCAA
Tournament bid.
With those two victories Xavier
extended its unbeaten streak to 14
games. The Musketeers had to
travel to Champaign, Ill. last
Wednesday to do battle with the
Fighting Illini in the first round of
48-team tournament.

ILLINOIS 2, XAVIER 0

The Musketeers travelledto th~
home of the Fighting Illini to see
which of them would earn the right
to play Penn State in. the second
round. Both teams were on a hot
streak entering tournament play
and were evenly matched.
·
The game would be a close one
but Xavier would come up a little·.
short and drop their first match in
their last 15 games.
ENi> OF AN ERA
.
.·
.
·
PHOfO.COURTESY OF XAVIER SID
Illinois got on the board.early
Senior tri~captain Annette
Gruber has played her final game
with a goal at about the 17-minute Senior tri-captaiii Annette Gn.iber closed our tier· career atXavier
mark in the first half. Fighting as the school's all..;time assist leader. She also ranks second allfor the Musketeers. Gruber was a
Illini sophomore Laura Freeman time in career goals (53) and points (141 ).
standout player since her freshman
scored the first of her two goals on flip throw-ins but just couldn't·get · game and haP, a chance cif winning," year. Gruber led the team in, points
said head coach Ron Quinn after the (27), goals (nine) and assists (nine)
the evening off.of a corner kick .. the ball into the net.
Seniors Margaret Broe and loss to Illinois.
The ball bounced around the box
this season. She was named First
Team All Conference for the fourth
until Freeman took control of it and Annette Gruber both had three shots
apiece to lead·the fruitless MuskeSOLID SEASON
put the ball in the r}et.
consecutive year and she ean:ied her
. After going 1-6 in their first second A-10 Tournament·Most0utIllinois took a 1-0 lead into half- teer attack. ·
"It was a close game. We were seven games of the season it looked standing Player award.
time and would extend their lead
to two goals just 49 seconds into very much in it. We were certainly as though the Musketeers .were in
She is Xavier's all-time leader in
capable ofwinning the game. Even for a long season. Xavier was assists with 35. She is second all- ·
the second half.
Freeman scored her second goal though we were disappointed. with. outscored 21-0 in their six losses to time in goals scored (53) and points
of the game and seventh of the sea- ·the loss we realized that we played . Indiana, Cincinnati, Cal-Berkeley, scored ( 141) to her older sister
son and gave the Illini the lead for well and were capabie of winning. · Loyola •Marym~unt~ Kentucky and Amanda. Needless to say;' Annette
Lasttime we.were. in the tournament Dayton. TheirJone victory was a . had a fantastic career at Xavier ~nd
good.
Xavier would threaten. to score we were overpowered by Michigan. 2-1 ·defeat over the University of she will be missed ..
off of freshman Nicol~ Giesting's This time ..yewere very much in the Wisconsin-Milwaukee. With a
"A player like Annette is always
record of 1-6, Xavier traveled tb the hard to replace. She's a player that
University of Tennessee to compete can make things happen and score
in theLady Vol Classic.
for you. Coaches all over the couriThe Musketeers knocked off Or- try try to recruitplayers like Annette
egon 3-1 and Tennessee 1-0 to start · every year, a ·player who can create
Year
Points
what would become a record un- for you. You don't replace an
beaten streak.
Annette Gruber but what you do is
Fr.
36
b_eating
Oregon
on
Sept.
After
find
a new player with talent and
So.
27
22, Xavier would roll off nine vic- the knack to score and build up from
Jr.
51
tories in a row and go 14 games there," said Quinn.
Sr.
27
without losing. Their loss to Illi141
riois was the first loss since Sept.
20.
"We knew we had a good team.

.
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Friday, Nov. 17
•Rifle hosts Walsh Match
at 8 a.m.
•Volleyball vs. Temple in
Atlantic 1O Championship
at 3:30 p.m.*

Saturday, Nov. 18
~Rifle hosts Walsh Match
·at 8 a.m.
•Swimming at' Miam·i with
Valparaiso at .1 p.m,
·
•Rugby vs. Alumni at 1 p.m. ·
on Corcoran Field
•Men's basketball vs. Miami
at4 p.m.

GAME

On Tap
•Volleyball in Atlantic 1O
Championship (with a win) *

Riverside at 8 p.m. :fl:

Saturday, Nov. 25
Sunday, Nov. ·19
··Rifle hosts:Walsh match·
at 8 'a.m~
· · ·'
. •Women's basketball vs. •
Vanderb~lt at 2 p.m.

·WednesdaY, Nov. 22
•Men's basketball vs. Eastern
Kentucky at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 24
•Women's basketball· vs. UC-

•Women's basketball vs. LMU/
Stony Brook time TBA :fl:

Home rifle matches take
place in the Armory.
. *A:- 1OChampionship will be
· played in Dayton. ·
:fl: games in Loyola Ma,Ymount
Thanksgiving Classic
Home basketball games take
place in the Cintas Center.
Home games are in bold.

of the

WEEK
MEN'S BASKETBALL VS.
MIAMI (OHIO)
4 p.m. Saturday at
the Cintas Center
The Xmen get their season underway on Saturday
afternoon against Charlie
Cole's RedHawks. These two
teams always play each other
tough, and you can guarantee that Miami· desperately
wants tQ start off Xavier's
new e"ra in· the Cintas Center
with a defeat.

.·Xavier 9{/,wswire Cofkge '.Bas~t6a![ Preview .
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McAfee
leads
the
Jrunt for NCAA bid
Xmen will rely heavily .on prove·n starters 'and' talented crop of·'neWcQmers
.

'·

~

BY JOE ANGOLIA

•

previous year. The inexperience college basketbaH, West led the ASports Editor
was not only a question early on, but 10 in rebounding (9.1 boards per
played
itself out all season long. The . game), posted 11.7 ppg and earned
Forget the 21 wins the men's
green
Xmen
struggled for stretches a spot on the conference's Allbasketball team racked up last year
during
the
season,
and continually . Rookie Team. His rebounding av~
(their fourth 20-win season in a
fell
on
the
road.
·
erage and 30 Uotal rebounds set
row). Forge! that they played in the
Now a year older and. a year Xavier freshman records ..His con~
National Invitational Tournament
(for the second straight year). And wiser, the Musketeers' roster in- tributions on both sides of the ball
forget about how. many games the c.Judes three of its four double-digit are reflected in his 10 doubleMusketeers could have Of' should scorers (minus departed senior doubles ori the season ..
"To lead the league in feboundhave won. It's all in the past and it Darnell Williams).
ing
as a freshman is remarkable,"
Leading the pack is senior point
should all change this year.
said
Prosser. "He is a very good
Skip Prosser has loaded his guard Maurice McAfee. In his first_
rebounder
and he has only begun
lineup with a strong·cast of new- year as a starter, replacing four-year
to
scratch
the
surface of his ability
comers as he enters his seventh sea- starter Gary Lumpkin, XU's co-capoffensively
and
defensively."
son as XU's head coach. Coupled tain not only led the team in assists
Xavier's
other
top returners ·
with a strong core of four returning (4.2 assists per game) but also led
corrie
in
the
form
of
the junior duo
players (all of whom ranked in the the team in poi~ts (15. l points per
of
Lloyd
Price
and
·Kevin Frey.
top five ·on the team in scoring), the game) afterscoring in double fig. Muskies are primed to make a re- ures a team-high 27 times. His 82.4 Price finished the season as the
turn to the NCAA Tournament for freecthrow percentage led the Atlan- team's second leading scorer (13.0.
·
·
ppg) and rebounder (6.0 •rpg),
the first time since the 1997-1998 . tic 10.
As Xavier'.s lone .true"point guard while earning Second Team All~A~ ·
season.
On top of that, the Atlantic 10 last season, McAfee was forced to 10 honors. Last season, his exploplaying · style
was
coaches have picked Xavier to win play the majority of the game (35.2 sive
complimented
by
a
developing
the conference, which, thanks to the . minutes per game), while having to
departure of Virginia Tech to the create shots for himself and others. ,three-point shot. This year, Price
Big East, is now without divisions, McAfee nearly w~lled the. Muske- was voted to the preseason all-conmeaning the Musketeers will have teers to a victory against" St. ference First Team.·
to beat ou_t every team to win the Bonaventure in the Atlantic lOTour- . Frey, another Musketeer with a
nament (a win that probably would fancy for three-pointers, was fifth
regular season crown:
have
sent the·m into the NCAA Toure on the teain in scoring (8.8 ppg)
Preseason polls haven't b_een
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
consistent for the·Musketeers. XU nament), by knocking down seven and fourth in rebounding (5.1 rpg).
Junior
forward
Kevin.Frey
came
up.big
in
XU's
84-76 win over
Price
posted
the
two
highFrey
and
was ranked No. 24 in the Blue Rib- three pointers en route to a careerAthletes
in
Action
on
Nov.
8,
finishing
with
17-point;
11est
single
game
scoring
perforbon College Basketball· Yearbook, jligh 27 points.
rebound
double-double.
mances
by
a
Musketeer
last
season,
The availability of sophomore
No. 27 in The Sporting News, No.
35 in both the Associated Press' and point guard Lionel Chalmers on . connecting for 29 and 28 points, tremely deep and athletic bench to Nixon round out Xavier's new
' draw from. The debut of sopho- faces. Nixon comes to XU from
USA TODAYIESPN Coaches' pre- this year's squad should give respectively.
"Kevin
and
Lloyd
are
two
of
our
mores Dave Young and Chalmers the College of the Seqouias (Ca.Jt. ), .
season polls, and didn't even crack McAfee the opportunity to put tip
most
talented
guys
and
now,
in
may
have been ·a year in coming, but where he produced .16.0 ppg and
even
bigger
numbers,
the T?P 40 in Dick Vitale's College
their
junior
years,
they
should
be
the
ability
they've shown in the ex-· 9.8 rpg last season.
·
"This
year
could
really
be
a
·Basketball 2000-2001 Preview.
at
the
point
where
they
can
be
hibition
games
has
more
than
lived
breakout
year
for
Moe,"
said.
While
Nixon
will
attempt
to
Hoop's Scoop, ,however, ranked
much
more
consistent,
day
in
and
up
to
expectations
..
Prosser.
"I
think
the
presence
of
find
some
playing
time,
Colema.n
Xavier at No. 14, calling the MusChalmers is an extremely quick won't have the same problem: The·
keteers "the,most underrated team Lionel Ch.aimers will take the pres- day out. Their development and
sure off of him. He's a very good their production will set the tone point guard, who has shown he can · 6"9 forward will be redshirted this
in the country." .
both fill in for McAfee when needed ·'year, so t.hat he can better prepare
One thing is for sure, the Mus- shooter, especially when he's set. for the season," said Prosser.
Prosser
will.
also
have
the
ser-'
This
year
·with
Lionel,
he
'II
have
and
play an integral part in the team's his body for the rigors of the col·keteers' 2000-2001 lineup is full of
lege garrie.
·
·
·vices
of
juniors
Alvin
Brown
and
press.
someone
to
get
him
some
shots,
inspeed, talent and athleticism that
Brandon
Mcintosh
and
senior
big
stead
"Lionel
possesses·
the
ability
to
of
having
to
create
his
own
will bring the excitement back to
shots. I _think he could have a spec- men Reggie Butler and Marcus deliver pressure, handle pressure and
WALK-CNS
Xavier.men's basketball.
Mason.
tacular senior season.'.'
shoot the basketball. Those are three
Freshman Tom Compton joins
XPER.IENCE
Butler, a 6-lc:i co-captain, key traits we look for in a point the ranks of returning walk~on
Xavier's main man in the middle, .
Last year·the Musketeers entered sophomore David West, will look played well in the team's opening guard;"said Prosser.
sophomores Ryan Caldwell and
the season without a single return- to improve on his phenomenal .exhibition game against the Cali- · Young gives Prosser another scor- , Andre Johnson, and junior James
.·
Baronas. ·
·
·
·
ing double-digit sc~rer from the freshman season. In his first year of fornia All-Stars and could be a ing guard to utilize.
major· impact 'on the team's post
'~David is an excellenfathlete who
game. Mason saw limited a,ction shoots the ball from the perimeter,"
WHAT TO XPECT
· in his first season as a Musketeer said Prosser. "He's got good ~ize but.
If the. press can hold up, the
after transferring from Santa he has to make some· of the same yo_ung legs stay fresh and the upMonica Community College, but adjustinents Brandon had to make." perclassmen play like seasoned
will look to work his way into the .
The most heralded and antici- veterans, the Musketeers have the
· rotation this season.
pated deb4.t though is that of potential to make a run into the
Brown spent most of last sea- Romain Sato. The freshman from NCAA Tournament.
son filling in when needed, whether the Central African Republic earned
"I want us to guard better this
to give McAfee a rest at point guard · Ohio's "Mr. Basketball" honors af- year," said Prosser. "I'm· hoping
or allow Wiiliams a spell from his ter averaging 26.4 ppg, 15.6 rpg and, we can create more offense from
. shooting guard duties; Brown 5.3 apg in his only season at Dayton our defense. That's_ been lacking,
played well in his mop-up minutes, Christian. He earned MVP honors especially fast year. We didn't crefinishing the season with a 6.5 ppg · for his play in the Wendy's All-Star ate enough turnovers and easy basaverage. His high point came when Classic featuring the best players . kets in tran'sition. We got bogged
he poured in 15 points in a.win over from Ohio, Michigan, Illinois. and down in too many halfcourt
Dayton, earning him the Indiana .
games. I'm hoping that, since we
Blackburn/McCafferty Game
."I've been excited about Roihain have more athletic players this seaMVP award.
·
since the first" time I saw him," said son; we can increase the pressure,
Mcintosh spent last season Prosser. "Each time I saw him I was create more turnovers and allow us
learning the system after sitting out · more convinced that he could be a to shoot a better percentage."
his freshman year to concentrate on special· player.''
Price and Frey will have to
academics. The year of tutelage
Sato is so spectacular, he has al- come into their own this year,
should pay off, as the athletic ready earned a spot in the starting while McAfee and West
need
Mcintosh could see some quality lineup. His ability to score and cre- to repeat their stellar campaigns
minutes this season.
ate has shined through the exhibition · from a year ago. XU boasts a solid ·
'games while ·electrifying Xavier core that should have no problem ·
NEWCOMERS
fans. In addition, Sato was selected helping the young stars make the
For the XU faithful, the new to the A~IO's preseason All-Rookie transition.
season brings a look into the team.
PrediCtion: Put your money on
.
·
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
Freshman Romain· Sato, a preseason A-1 o All-Rookie selection,
·. program's future, as a talented list
Freshman Anthony Coleman a second place A-10 finish and an
has earned a spot in the Musketeers' starting lineup.
of new faces gives Prosser an ex- and junior ju-co transfer ·Khalil invitation to tlie big dance.

a
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'
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no longer a team on the.rise. After
posting a 26-~ record last season
and advancing to the NCAA Tour~
nament, it is safe to say they have
already made theif' point that they
are a gopd team. Last year, the
Musketeeis<
3 fo the Atlan-10 Cha /-'
tic 10 and w

second consec
ad vanceq,,tp;th
in the·fi;~t roun

has built Xavier into a Top-25 program in her five years at the helm
and she is showing no signs of satisfaction. There are still things tb
accomplish.
"What we've tried to do here in
the last five years is· build confi~
dence," said Balcomb.
Apparently building confidence
translates· into winning ·basketball
games. Balcomb has gone 92-56
in·five years, 50 of those com ing
the last two seasons. This year's
team will again be solid and has set
what are now reachable goals. "It's
a different job than I had five years
ago. I am really proud we have
come this far," said Balcomb.
"This is the season we have
worked for. The challenge we are
facing is now that we've. built it and
are respected, we. haye to keep it
going," said Balcomb. "Two of our
main goals are to win the confer-

.

.
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THIS SEASON
Having lost only two seniors to
graquation and only one that saw
significant time, this season appeared to be a promising one for
the Musketeers.·. With all five starters set to come back and a strong,
· .ruiting class coming in, the Mus- ·
·mme~iately looked like a
re~koned with. Xavier
a~. the favorite to win
_tt/e coaches in the conanked No. 28 in the

some key
illison Lipinski,
,,} atorade PI~yer-ofc
.., 'hio last .xear, left the
cf t~e school for personal
'"' m:is. Junior college transfer
:Charlyn ~awkins is out indefi,. nitely with a torn ACL. Junior
Katie Griggs, who started the fi. nal 23 games for the Musketeers
last season, had· to end her career
due to a serious.back injury.
Finally, the most significantwas
the loss of sophomore point guard
Amy Waugh. Waugh ruptured her
Achilles tendon in a pre-season
conditioning drill and is also out indefinitely. Losing· four guards in
four weeks usually does not help a
team.
c
The Rookie-of-the- Year last
year in the A-10, Waugh was a vital part of the team and her loss
won't be easy to overcome. "Amy
gave us incredible leadership. We
need everybody to step-up. Everybody we have is capable." Sophomore Reetfa Piipari will take over
the duties of point ·guard.
Balcomb also stressed this will
be a team effort, as it has been since.
Balcomb arrived in 1995. "We've
ne_ver depended on one person.

PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER SID

Senior Jennifer Parr will have .to fill the starting spot left by
injuries to Amy Waugh and Katie Griggs. The 5-8 guar_d will
spend time at both guard spots this season.

MEET THE TEAM
This year's team will be led by
five seniors. Three of them, Nicole
PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER SID
Levandusky, Jennifer Phillips and Senior Jen Phillips was named to the A-1 O's Second Team after
Taro Tuukkanen all reached the averaging 13.3 ppg and 6.3 rpg last season.
1,000 point plateau last year as jun- ·
iors and will return as starters. very hard and she can flat out shoot Xavier's roster. She is a 6-1 forTheir stellar p!ay last season was it," said Balcomb.
ward who is very athletic. "She
recognized. when each player was
Hall is a 6-1 forward who will runs the floor well and jumps well.
named to the preseason ali-confer- give Xavier some. depth insid~. She should add some shooting
ence First Team.
"Her strengths are going to be run- range as well,'! said Balcomb.
The team's major outside shoot- ning the floor, making us more upYukes is a 6-4 center from
ing threat and a solid defender, tempo. Her athleticism should help Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. "We
Levandusky will again be an impor- us defensively. I think she will give need a strong post player to just
tant part of the team ~s success. us more depth in the post," said bang, defend and give us minutes.
.Levandusky holds Xavier's career Balcomb.
Colleen can do that, and it will
steals record with 266 and is comPiipari will play a huge role on make us deeper," said Balcomb.
ing off a solid season. She was the this year's team. A natural scorer,
Kreager is a 6-3 forward from
A-10 Tournament MVP and earned Piipari stepped in last season as a Chantilly, Va. She was an honorFirst Team all conference honors. freshman and provided some qual- able mention High School AllLevandusky averaged 13.5 points, ity minutes. In conference games American in USA Today last year
5 .1 rebounds and 3 .2 steals per last season she averaged 9.0 points' as she averaged 24.4 ppg and 14.3
game last season.
per game. Last season she was a rpg as a senior. The A-1 O's coaches
Levandusky put up a team-high shooting guard - this year she will and media selected Kreager to the
27 points (with 18 pc_iints coming be the point guard.
A- lO's preseason All-Rookie team.
in the second half) in the team's
"Reetta will play the one [guard .
"I would look for her to help us
first exhibition game against the position] and she is very capable. right away because of her
Cincinnati Stars. Her performance We'll look for our point to score athleticism and versatility. She runs
was sparked by 7-14 shooting from more this year. We will run stuff the floor very well for. her height/'
three-point range ..
· for Reetta, we want her to score. said Balcomb.
Phillips was Second Teain all- Last year, we never set a screen for
With solid veteran leadership
conference last season and will pro" Amy," said Balcomb in discussing and some very talented newcomers,
vide great senior leadership this what changes they've beeri forced there is no reason to doubt Xavier
season. The 6-3 senior averaged to make after losing four guards. will be in the hunt for A-10 confer13.3 points and 6.3 rebounds per "We don't wantto lose her offense." ence title despite the surprise losses
game in her junior season.
Sophomore Kristen Lowry. wilf of four guards. They were preTuukkanen had a bref}~ through be another important part of this dicted to ·win the A-10 by the
season last year as she was named year's squad but in an unfamiliar coaches before the injuries ocCo-Most Improved Player in the Ac role. As a freshr:nan, Lowry was curred.
10, First Team All-Conference and strictly a post player.. This year she
"If they had to do it again I don't
to. the A-10 All Tournament team. will play both the guard and for- thin_k we'd get picked to be on top
·She led the team in scoring at 14.9 ward spot. "She was one of our ofGW and St. Joe's," said Balcomb.
ppg and rebounding at 7 .0 rpg. The most improved players from the be- .
Good teams overcome adversity
6-3 senior will look to improve ginning of the year to the end of the and that is what it appears this team
upon her numbers last year and be year," said Balcomb.
will do this season. It is also a posan import~nt leader on this year's
Junior college transfer Shavon sibility that Waugh and Hawkins
team.
Bell was the Ohio Community Col- could still play this year, but that
The 'two other seniors on the lege Athletic Conference Player-of- all depends on how quickly they can
team this year are Jennifer Parr the-Year last year at Cincinnati recover from their injuries.
and .Erin Hall~ Parr will fill the ·State. The 5-7 junior will offer
The bottom line is despite the
starting spot that was left open af- Xavier some much-needed depth at injuries and lost players, this is still
ter losing Waugh and Griggs. The the guard positions.
a very talented basketball team and
5-8 guard will be looked upon for
Freshmen Kate Kreager, Aida . they are capable of living up to the
leadership .on and off the court. "I Sarajlija and Colleen Yokes com- preseason expectations.
think she will _still show a lot of plete the solid recruiting class.
leadership. She is a strong leader
Sarajlija is from Bosnia and is
and is very vocal. She also works the. third European-born player on
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40 DAVID WEST ·
6-8 SO. CENTER

15 MAURICE MCAF
6-0 SR~ POINT GUAR
•Led team in scoring last yea{"'

et' XU freshman records with
is 301 rebounds and 9. l rpg
average last se.ason
. •Named to the A-1 O's AllRookie Team
•Preseason Second Team AllConference selection
•Averaged 11.7 ppg last season.
•Recorded 1o double-doubles
last year

with 15.1 ppg and assists with
4.2 apg
•His 82.4 free-throw· .
percentage led the Atlantic 10
last season
•Needs just 134 points to join.
Xavier's 1,000 poirit club
•McAfee is c;o-captain (along
with fellow senior Reggie
Butler) of this year's squad

G FIVE

4 REETTA PllPARI
5-7 SO. POINT GUARD
•Scored a·career-high 20
points on her birthday vs.
George Washington
•Was third on the team with
36 three pointers
··will have to adjust to being
the starting point guard

5 TARU TUUKKANEN _
6-3 SR. CENTER

a

•Named to the all-cooference
First Team and 2000 AllTournament team
•Ranks ninth on XU's all-time
scoring list with 1, 137 points
•Led XU in both scoring (14.9
ppg) and rebounding (7.0 rpg)
for second straight year·
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A.· .ti·.·ant•IC 10
- .de open
.
. .WI

ity to start immediately. Martelli
took off early for the NBA, the
cannot afford the luxury of allowOwls may have appeared ready to
ing Nelson to sit on the bench and
The Musketeers, picked to. win rebuild, but coach John Chaney still
watch a veteran ·1 ike Lynn Greer rtin
the Atlantic 10 by the coaches and . has. guards Lynn Greer (12.3 ppg)
the offense. "There'll be no easing
. media, will face stiff competition and Quincy Wadley (12.8 ppg) and
him in," Martelli said. He needs a
from the conference's 10 other big man Kevin Lyde (7 .6 rpg) repoint guard now; and Nelson surely
teams. Virginia Tech 's exodus to the turning to help Temple compete for
liked that idea of playing exten- .
Big East eliminated the A-1 O's di- ano.ther conference .title. Temple
sively at. once. Playing next to
visions (until the addition of Rich- will dearly rriiss Karcher's outside
Nelson will be high-scoring junior
mond next year); meaning every shooting, but will attempt to replace
Marvin O'Conner (16.6 ppg). Seteam will be competing for the him with newcomers in sophomore
nior Na'im Crenshaw, who averRonald Blackshear and freshman
regular season title,.
aged 11.7 points per game last seaDavid Hawkins.
son, wlll sit out the beginning of the
2. DAYTON
Temple finished last year at 14year to concentrate on grades.
Certain to be one of XU's main 2 in· the. conference, 27-6 overall,
Martelli hopes to have him back by
competitors for the Atlantic 10 andwoniddhird consecutiveA-10
the time Atlantic 10 play comes
regular season title, the Flyers re- East title as well as the conference
around.
turn one of the top backcourts in tournament championship. Not
Despite losing their top frontline
the conference in junior David surprisingly, Chaney h~s put to-.
scorer in Andre Howard, the Hawks
Morris and senior Tony Stanley, gether another difficult non-confershould be stronger inside. Jtinior
who was named to the preseason A- ence schedule this year, including
Bill Philips should be helped by 710 First Team after averaging 14.7 a visit to Philadelphia from ACC
1 sop'homore center Alexandre
points per game last season. Day- power Duke; Other early games
Sasonov, who redshirted ·last seaton will be hurt by the departures includeroad games at Memphis and
son to gain extra strength. The
of forward Mark Ashman and point Villanova, and home games against
Hawks hope that Sasonov provides
guard Edwin Young, but young Wake Forest and Wisconsin.
the inside presence that was lackstars like sophomore Brooks Hall Chaney is sticking to his philos9ing last season. He is sure to cause
and their tremendous home court phy of playing any team in the
·match up problems for· teams
success should help UD remain country af}ywhere, as he hopes the
around the league. Forwards
near the top of the A-10. Coach strong competition will prepare his
Damien Reid arid Frank Wilkins
Oliver Purnell hopes· to fill OwlsforthegruelingA-lOseason.
should also provide solid post play
Ashman's void with a trio of fresh- . Despite having lost their two top
for this improving team
men, Sean Finn, Lamar Hill and players, look for the Owls to con- ·
PHOTO couRTEsv OF THE ATLANTIC 10
Jason Osborne. Purnell has called tend for the A-10 title. As with
After finishing 7-9 in the A-10
Duquesne's
Wayne
Smith
is
a
preseason
candidate for the
and 13-16 overall, Martelli is
Finn "the best big man ii1 Kansas," Dayton, Temple will need their
.and referred to Hill as "a Charles youngsters to come in and contrib-.. Atlantic 1O's Player-of-the-Year.- Last season, Smith averaged 16.7
merely looking to steadily improve
Oakley-type player."
ute immediately. Blackshear was ppg and 7.o rpg for the Dukes.
this year. Next year this team will
Dayton finished first in the A- selected to the All-Rookie Team, . prove significantly unless newcom- carry the Colonials to anything return most of their top players, and
10 West last season with an 11-5 and should be a factor in the Owls' ers like Rogers adjust to the college more than a third or fourth place should be in the top half of the
league once again.
record, 21-9 overall. They fell _to. quest to win the conference. As al- game quickly and take some of the finish.
Puraue in the first round of the · ways, the Liacouras Center will be burden ~ff Mack. Look for UMass
8. ST. BONAVENTURE
NCAA Tournament, 62-61. The a (difficult place to pull out a win to finish putting up a fight, but they
6.FORDHAM
it is pretty much a foregone conFlyers will get tested early during a for the visitor, especially since simply do not look strong enough
In Bob Hill's second season in
·
trip to the Maui Invitational where Temple owns the fifth-longest home to win the Atlantic 10. ·
New York, the Rams appear to be clusion among conference insiders ·
ev<;!ry visitinKteam competed in the winning streak in the nation at 22
the team ori the rise in the confer- that the Bonnies are in for a lo1,1g
NCAA Tournament last year. The games.
5. GEORGE WASHINGTON
ence. Returning senior starting season this year. After taking Kenrest of their non-conference schedThe Colonials are led by their 6- _guard~ Bevon Robin (15.7 ppg) and . tw;:ky to· double overtime in a first
4. MASSACHUSETTS
ule includes games against Cincin3 sophomore scoring and shooting Ja_son Harris {15.3 ppg) appear to · round NCAA Tournament game in
Coach Bruiser Flint finally ap- machine SirValiant Brown. While be a strong point for the Rams, ex- Cleveland last year, coach Jim
nati~ Louisville and Miami (Ohio).
For Dayton to be successful and pears to have strong frontcourt to · Brown was second in the nation last cept that freshman Michael Haynes Baron said goodbye to four-year
challenge for the Atlantic 10 title, compliment his superstar guard, 6- year in scoring at 24.6 ppg, he threw · may steal one of the seniors' start- starter Caswell Cyrus as well as his·
. Purnell will need the youngsters to 3 senior Monty· Mack. Mack is up 668 shots, making only .332 of ing jobs .. If Haynes is as good as starting backcourt of Tim Winri and
come in and contribute early. The coming off a junior year if! which them. Still, Brown's name is on the they say, look for him to be playing David Messiah Capers. His big
Flyers appear to be set with Morris he averaged 19.8 points per game preseason list of candidates for the alongside Robi.n by _the beginning man down low this year is 6-11 se. ready to step in at point guard for while shooting 41 percent from the Wooden Award,. presented annually of A-10 play. Fellow freshmenfor- nior Peter Van Paasseri, who at-··· ward.s Liberto Tetimadingar and tended Pete Newell's Big Man's
Young, and with big-time perform- field, including 36; l percent from to the nation's top player.
, ers in Stanley and Hall. While 3-point range. Mack will be aided
GW remains one of the smallest Jeff McMillan were both named to Camp 'in California this summer.
picked to finish fourth by the by big men in 6-10 Micah Brand, teams in the league. Brown stands the A-10 Roo~ie Team and will While Van Paassen will provide
coaches and media in the preseason 6-10 ·Ki wan a Rhymer and 6-8 only 6-1, while fellow sophomore probably be in the starting five at solid play in the post, he will not
poll, Dayton could turn out to be Jackie Rogers, a junior college Chris ·Monroe is 6-3, and guard the beginning of the season. With
See A-1 O men on page 7
Xavier's biggest threat in the con- transfeF who averaged 18.8 points Bernard Barrow stands a mere 5-8. Tetimadingar at 6-8, 205, and .
A~10'S ALL.. CONFEREN(;E·
ference: .
, . and 7 .3 rebounds per game last sea- Senior guard Mike King is just 6- McMillan measuring up at. 6-8, 250,
' PRESEASO'N'·TEANlS
'
son. Junior point guard Shannon 4, and will probably be.counted on they will probably be starting at
·. :.: !-'
3. TEMPLE
Crooks, already a strong defender, to play big minutes and compliment power forward and center, respecAfter Pepe Sanchez exhausted needs to look to pass more as evi- Brown's scoring as small forward tively. These players should help
First- Tei:irn .
his eligibility and Mark Karcher denced by only 3.3 apg to his 11.6 if he is able to avoid foul trouble.
Fordham improve upon its -1.9 reXU
ppg. The Minutemen hope quick,
The Colonials finished last sea- bounding margin last year.
SirValianf
Brown
(jW
A.:.10 MEN~ScBASKETBALL athletic freshman forward Jameel son 9-7 in the West Division, tied
The Rams completed last season
Rasll~l:B~tler
LAS
Pugh is able to step in and replace for second with Xavier and was 15- 14-15 overall and tied for fourth in
Morjty'Mack
l,JM
departed senior Chris Kirkland. 15 overall. They led the A-10 in the East with a 7-9 record.
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'Zona early favorite to steal MSU's crown
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BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

Though the midnight hour is
behind us, the madness continues
· as anticipation for what the hoops
season has in store reaches a fever
pitch as the men's. college _basketball season grows closer by the second.
· Since everyone and their mother
comes out with a preseason poll, we
felt it was only our duty to do the
same. While the following predictions are simply our own expert
opinion, it might be wise to keep
these picks in mind as the season
develops.
1.ARIZONA
The Wildcats earned the top spot
. for a couple ofreas_ons. First, their
starting lineup can run with any
team in the nation. Second, I despise Duke .
While nearly every poll has either Duke or ~rizona as the top
team, the Wildcats earned the nod
in my book. (and the Associated
Press' as they. edged out Duke as
the preseason No. 1 by just four
points despite receiving 37 of the
72 first-place votes).
Lute Olsen returns three First
Team Pac-10 players in national
Freshman-of-the-Year Jason Gar. dener, forward Michael Wright and
the 7-1 Loren Woods. Add Richard
Jefferson and Gilber Arenas and·
you've got a team that will be hard
to hold down this season.
And as a side note; the last time
· Arizona was the AP's preseason
No.I, they won the. national cham-

Joe-Angolia's
preseason Top 25
RANK (record
last year)

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10,
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
33.

Arizona (27-7)
Duke (29-5)
MSU (32-7)
Kansas (24-10)
UNC (22-14)
Maryland (25-10)
Stanford (27-4)
Seton Hall (22-10)
Tennessee (26-7)
Illinois (22-10)
Kentucky (23-iO)
ND. (22-15)
Wake Forest (22-14)
Florida (29-8)
UCLA (21-12)
UConn (25-10)
DePaul (21-12)
Arkansas (19-15)
Utah (23-9)
Cincinnati (29-4)
Oklahoma (27-7)
Virginia (19-12)
Wisconsin (22-14) .
USC (16-14)
St. John's (25~8)
Xavier (21-12)

FINAL FOUR:
Arizona, MSU,
Maryland, Tennessee
FINALS:
Arizona defs •. Maryland

pionship over Kentucky in 1997.·

2. DUKE
As much as it pains me to say
so, you can't overlook the Blue
Devils this season. Mike
Krzyzewski. returns four starters
from last year's squad (with the
e.xception of ACC Player-cif-theYear Chris Carrawell) and sixth
man Mike Dunleavy.
Led by seniors Shane Battier and
Nate James, Duke will need big
plays from sophomore Jason Williams and freshman sensation Chris
Duhon if they hope to contend.
Duke finished last season No. 1
in the final A.P poll but faltered in
the tournament. Expecfsimilar results this· year, a tremendous regular season and a letdown in the
dance.
•.

...

3. MICHIGAN STATE
Yes, Mateen Cleaves is gone.
And yes, Morris Peterson has departed as well. Doesn't matter. The
defending national champions will
be just fine thanks to incoming
freshmen Zach Randolph and
Marcus Taylor, who will help to
cushion the blow and insure Tom
Izzo another big year. ·
Taylor will be thrust into the
point immediately, while Randolph
the 6-9, 270 pound man-child will
display the ability that earned him
the MVP honors at the McDonald's
All-American game. In Monday
night's game . against the.
Globetrotters; Randolph poured in
17 points and looked dominant at
times.

and ex-Notre Dame head coach will
need to. use every tric~ he knows to
help ·senior big man .Brendan
Haywood realize his full pot_ential.
The 7-0center has the talent to be
one. of the most dominar:it pl;iyers
in college basketball. Unfortunately
for UNC, he has only shown flashes
of his true ability to this point.
ACC Rookie-of-the-Year Joseph
4. KANSAS.
The Jayhawks looked solid in Forte will be the· go-to-guy in this
their first action of the season, win- offense and could very well averning the Coaches vs. Cancer event age over 20 points a game. Forte
by knocking off UCLA and the · was vote~ to the AP'spreseason All.
hometownfavorite St. John's in the American team..
The Heels' only real question
championship game.
After turning down the head mark comes at the point guard spot,
·coaching job at North Carolina, where a pair of freshmen, Adam
Roy Williams' odd decision to stay Boone. and Brian Morrison, will
might turn out to be a wise one, as look to establish themselves as
Karisas has the tools to make a run starters.
·.at the national title.
6.MARYLAND
·All five starters are returning, in~
eluding senior swingman Kenny . The Terrapins return all five
Gregory and the sharp-shooting Jeff starters from last year's. 25-10
Boschee, pro'{iding unlimited po~ squad, including former first-team
All~ACC players Lonny Baxter,
tential on offense.
·
If Kansas falters it" will be due Juan Dixon and Terence .Morris.
!O inconsistency from seniors Luke Each one of this dyamic trio is an
All-American candidate: Dixon led
Axtell and Eric Chenowith. · ·
his team in scoring at 18.. 0 ppg and
the ACC in steals with 96 on the
5. NORTH CAROLINA
The Tar Heels ran all the wayto season.
the NCAA Finaf Four last season,
7. STANFORD
despite an 18-12 regular. season
The Cardinal will look to notch
record and being regarded· as a
"bubble team" who barely deserved its third straight Pac-10 title this
th_eir spot.
· season. Head coach Mike
The Tar Heels will look to trans- Montgomery's squad will rely
late sci me of last yea~'s postseason., heavily on sophomore Casey
success into contention for the ACC Jacobsen, who led the team in scortitle under new head coach Matt ing with 14.5 ppg on the strength
Doherty. The former UNC alum of 43 percent three-point efficiency.

Senior Charlie Bell, the team's
lead returning scorer at 11.5 ppg,
and sophomore Jason Richardson
wili help to draw attention from· the
. newcomers. You· can guarantee
they' Il be dangerous once _they get
accustomed to one anotner. A Big
Ten title should be in the cards.

ESPNIUSA

Associated Press

TODAYcoach~s'

preseason Top 25

prese~son

Top ·25

RANK (1st place votes)

l.
2:
'3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9~

Arizona (19)
Duke (12)
Stanford
UNC
MSU
Kansas
Maryland
Tennessee
Illinois
Seton Hall
Florida
Kentucky
Connecticut
Cincinnati
Arkansas
Utah
Notre Dame
Wake Forest
UCLA
Depaul
Oklahoma
Wisconsin
Iowa St.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24. use
25. Virginia

Sean O'Brien's.
pr~season Top ~5

RANK (1st place votes)

Arizona (37)
2. Duke (29)
3. MSU (5)
4. · Stanford
5. Maryland (1)
6. UNC.
7. Kansas
8. Illinois
9. Tennessee
10. Seton Hall
11. Florida
12. Kentucky
13. Utah
14. Connecticut
15. Notre Dame (tie)
15. Arkansas (tie)
17. UCLA
18. Cincinnati
19. Wisconsin
20.• Wake Forest
21. DePaul
22. Oklahoma
23. USC
24. Virginia
25. Iowa St.
1.

8. SETON HALL
The Pifates should have little
trouble in both improving on last
· year's 22-10 mark and duplicatirig
their Sweet Sixteen appearance.
Tommy Amaker's squad add~d
prep All-American point guard
Andre Barrett a~d forward Eddie
Griffin.Jf the two highly touted re. cruits fit into the rotation with re~urning starters Ty Shine, Darius
Lane (91 three-pointers last season)
and Samuel Dalembert (3.6 blocks
per game), the Pirates could run
away with the Big East crown.
9. TENNESSEE .
The Vols, minus only the serv_ices of CJ. Black, have a legitimate shot at winning the SEC this
year. Jerry Green will rely heavily
on his three All-SEC players: point
guard Tony Harris (first-team),
Vincent Yarbrough (second-team)
and Isiah Victor (third-team).
With Florida missing two of its
key components (first-round draft
choices Donnell Harvey andMatt
Miller), Tennessee might take the
South by storm.
10. iLLINOIS
New head coach Bill Self might
have just walked into a national
championship. SelfleftTulsa to join
a team that returns all five starters
and its top four reserves from last
· season. Th_e backcourt duo of Cory
Bradford (15.3 ppg) and Frank Williams ( 11.4 ppg) could make the
departed Lon Kruger second -guess ;
his jump to the NBA.

Matt Miller's
preseason Top 25

RANK

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Duke
Arizona
MSU
UNC
Maryland
11linois
Kansas
Tennessee
Seton Hall
Stanford
Florida
Utah
Notre Dame
UConn
UCLA
Arkansas ·
Oklahoma
Wisconsin
Virginia
DePaul
Wyoming.
UC
Xavier
St. John's
Kentucky

FINAL FOUR:
Duke, Ilinois,
Utah,MSU
FINALS:
Duke defs. MSU

RANK

1.
2~

.3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 ..
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
27.

Arizona
Duke
UNC
Stanford
Maryland
MSU
Kansas
Illinois
Seton Hall
Florida
Tennessee
Kentucky
UConn
Utah
Notre Dame
Arkansas
UCLA
Wake Forest
Wisconsin
St. John's
Cincinnati
Alab~ma

Iowa St.
USC
Oklahoma
Xavier

FINAL FOUR:
UNC, Arizona,
Kansas, Seton Hall
FINALS:
UNC defs.Arizona
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Colonials, St. Joe's figu_re to challenge XU
. BY MATT MILLER .
Sports Writer

The XU women join the meri as
preseason favorites to win the At. !antic 10. George Washington and
St. Joseph's, though, intend to do
all they can to prevent Xavier from
repeating as Atl;mtic 10 champions.
.A look at XU~s competition:

newcomers on 'this team. Junior
poin~s and 4.7 rebounds. Guard·
Kristeena Alexander ·averaged 9.7 guard Alena Martens (9.2 ppg) and
ppg last season· as th_e A- lO's Sixth senior center RaeLynn Mcintosh
Player-of-the-Year. Lo~k for the 5- (8.8 ppg) return as the team's lead6 junior to break into the starting _ing scorers. With five sophomores
lineup this year. Preseason Second and the rest of the roster filled with
Teamer Erica Lawrence should upperclassmen, coach Jaci Clark is
. contribute significantly after the. looking to make some serious noise
sophomore started 31 of 32 games in theA-10 this year after.last year's
last season.
fourth place finish in the West.

2. GEORGE WASHINGTON
The Colonials enter this year
with the ninth-best home winning
streak as they have. won 20 straight
at the Smith Center. GW signed six
recruits during the off-season, and
also picked up a transfer from Georgia in 6-4 center Elena Vishniakova;
This recruiting class has been rated
as high as 11th nationally, led by
6-2 forward Valerie Williams, who
averaged 25.5 points and 15.5 rebounds per game as a: senior in-Fort
Lauderdale.
·
Senior
forward.
Petra
Dubovcova is the leading returning
scorer and rebounder with 12.5
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3. ST. JOSEPH'S
Led by preseason A~ 10 First
Teamers.Susan Moran and Angela
Zampella, St. Joe's looks to' challenge for the conference title; having won the East Division during 3
of the last 4 seasons. 6-5 freshman
Irina Krasnoshiok figures to help
out down low and help. the Hawks
improve on last year's 25~6 record.
The Hawks figure to be young
inside as freshman-Stephanie Graff,
a 6-2 forward, will be counted on
to help Krasnoshiok battle on the
boa~ds and ·trelp St. Joe's advance
to their fifth consecutive postseason
tournament.

4. MASSACHUSETTS
Senior point guard Kathy
Coyner returns as the lone senior
on this UMass team that finished
second in the Ea.st Division last year
whh a 10-6 record, but was just 1415 overall. Coyner, who along with
6-3 sophomore Jennifer Butler, was
named to the preseason ThirdTeam, averagei:l 5. 7 assists 'and 8.1
points per game last season. Junior 6-2 forward Nekole Smith is the
. leading returning scorer at 9 points
per game.
The Minutewomen gain. four
newcomers this season, most notably junior college transfer Silri
Liivandi, who averaged 19 points,
14 rebou.nds and three steals per
·game last year.

5.DAYTON
The Flyers will try to build upon
their first postseason appearance in
16 years without any freshmen on
this year's roster. Two transfers
from MAC schools are the only

A-lOmen:

6. LASALLE

Senior forward Melissa Fazio, one
of the most 'versatile players in the
conference and a Second Team selec::tion this preseason,returns after .
averaging 15.8 points per game and
4.9 rebounds per game last season ..
The Bonnies will also rely on a
couple of sophomores who gave
strong .contributions last year.
Guard Trish Raniewicz (10.Tppg)·
and forward Courtney Mattingly
(7.9 ppg, 4.2 rpg) should provide a
strongsupporting cast for Fazio.

eraged 21 points anc! _15 rebounds.
Other newcomers include 6-2
Lauren Fleischer and 6-1 Caitlin
Chiaramonte. Should these young
·players step in and contribute immediately, coach Lewis' first season at the helm just might have
fewer headaches.

11. RHODE ISLAND
Coach.Boe Pearman retui:ns for.
her second season with the Rams,
last season being a 2-25 disaster.
URI returns ali five starters, but also
inked seven recruits, so those players coming off the _bench will be
very young.
Senior Rhonda Pacheco led the
A-10 in three-point percentage last
season and returns her 8.6 ppg.
Junior Yatar Kuyateh returns with
her team-leading 10.2 points and·
6.6 rebounds per game.
With all that youth, Rhode Island ·
is definitely in for a long rebuild~
ing process.

The Explorers return all five
.starters from a team that finished
9. DUQUESNE .
6-10 in A-10 play and 12-17 overSophomore Beth Friday looks to
all. They will be ledby senior guard
Jen Zenszer, a preseason third-team · be. one of the few bright spots on
selection, who averaged 12.l ppg this Dukes' team after being named
last year. She should be helped by to the preseason third team. Last
fellow seniors 6-1 Shannon season, the 6-1 forward averaged
McDade (12.6 ppg, 6.') rpg), and 9.8 points and 10.6 rebounds, tops
5-10 Marjorie Rhoads (8.6 ppg). in the A-JO and 16th nationally.
With four of the starters seniors, The 6-3 center Jaime Vander
coach John Miller cannot help but Zanden is the only senior on the
feel the pressu~e to make things roster. She returns with her 7.4 ppg
and 6.5 rbg. After that, things look
happen this year.
a little more bleak as junior Tionda
.Jennings is the only other return7. TEMPLE
On April 12, the Owls named ing starter.
A.;.1.0'WOMEN~S
Coach Dan Durkin will look to
former Virginia star and WNBA
standout Dawn Staley to. her first freshman guard Candace Futrell to
head coaching position. It should possibly step in and provide some
< ·Pf: FINISH···
be a learning expt::rience for Staley help in the backcourt. Fuitrell av._
•··.·.·..··.·(AS SELECTE[) BY Tl-fE ·
. as she inherits a tea'm that has not eraged 14.5 points,7 rebounds and
· COJ\C:Hi;s J\NPMEDtA)
won an A-fO tournament game in 2.4 steals during her high· school
three years and last year finished senior season.
with a 5~11 conference record, 1010. FORDHAM
18 overall, Staley will look to junCoach Jim Lewis takes over a
ior forward ~isa Jakubowicz, who
will return with her 10.5 points and dismal Rams team that went 4-24
overall last season and 3-13 in the
6.3 rebounds from last year.
Sophomore Christine Cmz joins A-10. Senior Nailah Wallace, last
the team after taking the year off year's leading scorer at '14 ppg, rea,nd was named to the All-Rookie turns with a preseason third team
team. The four returning starters selection.
All five starters return from a
should help Staley in her _first year
of coaching, but there will defi- ye!lr ago, although someone like 5nitely be some roadblocks on the 11 junior Chelsea Keegan may return to the bench to allow one of .
' . way.
the bigger freshman recruits, pos·· · (istplabe ~~tes iri parerithese~);
sibly 6-6 Kyshawn Ruff, to play
8. ST. BONAVENTURE
James Crowley takes over the center for the undersized Rams.
head-coaching job in Olean, NY, Keegan averaged 6.6 points and 6.4
this year after spending fo1:1r years rebounds while playing out of poas the associate head coach under sition at center last season.
During her senior year, Ruffavhis predecessor Marti Whitmore.

c~~~~,,~~~ER

efficient and improve his shot se- achieved a 1.3-to~l assist to turn- .
11. RHODE ISLAND
lection.
over ratio in his first two years at
After three consecutive NCAA
The frontline appears to be a . La Salle. The Explorers will return Tournament appearances and four
problem for Duquesne. A pair of four starters from last year's team. straight 20-win seasons, the Rams
Continued from page 5
TheExplorerscouldcausesome slumped to .5-25 last year, finishBut don't hold your breath wait- 6-5 forwards in junior Aaron
Lovelace,
who
missed
26
games
matchup
problems for opponents ing last in the East Division with a
come close to replaci~g the produc~ ing for it to happen.
last
season,
and
sophomore
Brad
since
Blanks
is the only returning 2-14 record. URI returns only
tion of Cyrus. Junior guard J.R.
help
out
down
Midgley
hope
to
low,
lettermen,
among
eight, who is un- seven players from that dismal
Bremer is now being asked to run
9. DUQUESNE
but
are
too
undersized
to
be
very
der
6-5.
In
the
post,
coach Morris team, but' four of them are starters,
the point in place of Winn.
Coach Darelle Porter returns all
Last year, Bremer was a valuable but two scholarship players froni effective. The 6-10 senior Simon is expected to start 6-8 234-pound including leading scorers Zach
scorer off of Baron's bench, but· last season, most notably 6-7 jun- Ogunlesi was able to plea bargain senior James'Jordan and 6-11 275- Marbury and fellow juniorTavorris
now he must learn· to run the of" ior Wayne Smith, an A-10 Player- his way out of a Pittsburgh bank pound classmate Garrett Bragg.
Bell (14.3 ppg, team-leading 6.7
With the addition of 6-9 250- rpg). With point guard Dinno
fense, not just looking for his own of-the-Year candidate who .aver- scam and should bring bulk and
rebounding to the frontcourt, but pound Joel-Jean Baptiste, a fresh- Daniels transferring in from junior
shot, but setting up his teammates aged 16.7 ppg and 7.0 rpg.
'
Devin
Montgomery,
a
freshman
Iook out for those elbows.
man who has never played basket- college, coach Jerry DeGregorio
as well. Should Bremer struggle,
After
starting
the
A-10
season
ball in the United States, La Salle plans to niove Marbury to the shoot5-7 freshman Marques Green may last year, left school because of aca-.
strong,
the
Dukes
hit
the
skids
durlooks to crush its opponents to ing guard, placing the control of the
be forced to learn on the job.
demics, leaving a big hole at point
·guard.
ing
a
10-game
losing
streak
as
they
death.
That may be the only way offense on Daniels' shoulders.
The 6-4 sophomore Patricio
finished
the
year
at
9-20
overall;
4they
win.
Prato's shooting will be counted on
The Dukes hope 6~4 senior
"The goal _this year is .to comAfter finishing 5-11 last.season pete. Last year we were not comheavily in the Bonnies' attempt to Courtney Wallace can step in and 12 in the conference to finish last ·
in the A-10 and 11-17 overall, the petitive." After· hearing this from
replace their top three scorers from fill the void, despite being more of in the West Division.
the previous season. ·
· Explorers are not expected to' im- DeGregorio, one can understand
a scorer (12;9 ppg).
10. LA SALLE
St. Bonaventure finished 11-5 in
Ideally, though, Porter would
prove much from those numbers. why the Rams are favored to finish
This season, the Explorers will The game plan will be to run and the season at the bottom of the Atthe conference last season and 21- probably prefer to put a scorer like
10 overall. Unfortunately for Baron Wallace at the off-guard, and allow · be led by a pair of high-scoring for- shoot, led by Player-of-the-Year lantic 10. Competing would defiand his-team, they will not approach someone like 5-11 freshman J-S wards in junior Rasual Butler(l8.4 candidate Butler, but they must re- nitely be a positive for URI this seathose numbers this year. Should Es·posito to play the point guard. ppg) and senior Victor Thomas member defense and rebounding son, as last year 'they lost 12 games
players like Bremer and Van . Whoever ends up running the point, (16.2 ppg). With the departure of .are required as well. Look for La by 20 or more points. Last year the
Paassen emerge from their under- their primary objective will be to Donnie Carr, coach Speedy Morris Salle to struggle mightily, and Mor- biggest event at a Rams game was
may play Butler at the shooting .ris, with just two years remaining a possible sighting of Zach's older
study roles and become stars,. the get Smith the ball.
Easily the Dukes' best scoring . guard next to out-of-control point on his contract, to be looking for a brother, Stephon, star point guard
Bonnies may be able to make some
·noise.
threat, Smith needs to become more guard Julian Blanks, who ~as job at the end of the year.
for the NBA's Nets.
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XU. prepares for Owls in A-10 Tourney
Musketeers sweep Fordham, ·end season with.13-3 A-10 record
BY JOE ANCiOLIA
. Sports Editor
The volleyb~ll team closed out

ing hosted by Dayton - Xavier has
a legitimate shot to defeat the Owls.
in the first round.
Winning the championship could
beanentirelydifferentstorythough,
as the Musketeeers would have to
find a way to defeat a Colonial team
that won both matches against XU
this year. The Colonials will be seeking their first A-10 tide since win.· ning three in a row from 1993-'95. ·

the regular season this past weekend by sweeping the Fordham
Rams while tying_ Temple for second place in the final regular sea~
son standings in the process.
Their top four finish allows the
Muskies. to take part in this week's
Atlantic IO Championship with.the
winner earning an automatic bid to··
the NCAA Tournament. It is the
XAVIER DEFS. FORPHAM .
third-straight year in which Xavier
(1 s.:3, 15-7, 15-12)
has qualified for theA-10 Champi-.
. The Musketeers closed out the
onships.
.
regular season by sweeping
As the Musketeers have seen in Fordham inside the friendly con~
previous trips, the road ahead is not . fines of the Cintas Center. The win
an easy one. The Muskete'ers will.· marked the Musketeers' 15th sweep
have to knock offTemple in the first o.f the season ai1d improved .XU's
round and in all likelihood defeat record at home to" 11-1. .
George Washirigton in the final.
Xavier had no problem in the
XU managed to split the season . opening game, ·blowing past the
series with Temple. With the tour- Rams 15-3 . .XU hit .355 compared
nament being held so close to home . to the Rams lowly .000 hitting per-theA-lOChampionshipsarebe- centage.
. Fordham fared better in the second· gam.e;_ bi.it was still overwhelmed as XUhit .383 en route to ..
a 15-7 victory... ·. ·
A mixed lirie~p-~f subs and start-ers made the final game interesting,
butthe Muskies prevailed in' the end,
15-12.
Sophomore Katey Wygant led
the way offerisively with 15 kills (on
.393 hitting), followed by junior Jill
Hampton's 10-kill, 12-dig, double-.
double. Hampton's 10 kills gave her
961 for her career, .39 kills short of
the 1,000 kill club, something she
should have no problem reaching

·Junior Sara Bachus recorded a
team-hlgh 19 digs to go with he(
eightkills and five assists. Seniors
Tami Ores and Gina Geraci added
solid efforts in their final games in
the Cintas Center. Ores put together
·a 10-dig, 42-assist double-double
while coming up with.six kills.

-

SEASON STATS
Bachus continued to be the
Musketeers' most dominant player··
this past season. First, she led. the
team in kills with 430 (her 4.43
kills per game average ranked her
third in theA-10). Her season total
was also good enough for eighth
place on Xavier's single season kill·
list.
Second, she led the conference
in hitting percentage with a .372
mark. Her .372 mark also shattered
the X_U single season record of .344
set by former XU star ~usie
Checkett in 1994.
Hampton put together a spectacular season as well. On the season, she averaged 3.59 digs per
game (good enough for secondin
the A-10). Her 359 total.digs tied
her for eighth on XU's single season list. In addition, her 3.74 kills
per game ranked her sixth in the
conference.
The junior duo were not the
only players to put forth big numbers this year.
Ores finished the season with
12.76 assists per game, good
enough for second place in the At!antic 10 behind only Dayton's
Carla Muntz with a 13.48 apg average. Ores' 1,238 assists puts her

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY LOUIS ROMANO

Junior Jill Hampton _finished the season with a 3.59 digs per
'.game average, good enough for second in the A~ 1o.

in eighth· place ori XU's all-time
single season assist list. Geraci
ranked ninth in digs per game with
a 3.09 average.

Finally, freshman Kimberly
Cockerel ranked 10th in the conference with a .272 hitting percent-

.•
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An offer you can't.refuse
HUGE SERVINGS, A GREAT ATMOSPHERE AND TOURS OF THE KITCHEN. HOW CAN YOU REFUSE?

Essay contest,

BY JACKSON G.OODNIGHT AND
The Elie Wiesel Foundation
MARIE LEIST . .: '
for Humanity is not accepting
Contributing·Writers
requests for applications for The
Across from. J. Alexander's fo
Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics Essay
.
Ro.okwood
Commons is ~nother great
Contest· 20Q.J. ·
place
to
dine,
but bring a,lot of friends.·
The contest is designed to
along.·
challenge college students to
You've probably already heard of
analyze urgent ethic.al issues
Buca
di Beppo, so we decided to find
confronting them in today's
out
why
this new restaurant. has ere- ·
complex world.
ated
such.a
buzz. " ·
.
Full-timejuniors and seniors
Our
first
discovery
is
reservations
.are welcome to compete for
are allbut required. In addition, this
awards ·of up to $5000:
.
. The entry form arid guidelines restaurant demands you come with ~
are . available online at group, as all meals are served as "famwww.eliewieselfoundation.org, ily portions" and will feed several .
·people.
or by calling (212) 490-7777.
You even· get' a free group tour of
the kitchen and the restaurant; with
the highlight being "The Pope'
Room." (Unfortunately, we were in-:
Now through Dec. 31, the To~ formed the eating in The Pqpe Room
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
ledo Museum of Art presents The do.es not absolve the sin of.gluttony).
American West: Out ofMyth, Into
Probably the most difficult part of Buon Appetito! For the latest.in Cincinnati's Italian food! check out Buca di Beppo in Rookwood Commons.
Reality.
.
the meal is making decisions about_
Experience the works of what to eat. But. it seemed you
Charles
beas, · Frederic couldn't go wrong no matter what you ham, goat cheese, ll}ushrooms, moz- . considered. by both reviewers to be parmigiana. This is covered with
Remington and many others chose. The server was more than will- · zar~lla and provolone cheese, and the best part of the meal. This prosciutto ham and a chunky
whose art remain the bestdepic- ing to mix a11d match and give sug- the Pizza :Bianca with gorgonzola, entree included seven large ch~ese marinara sauce. While delicious, we
tions of the American West: Im- _gestions that pleased· everyone. .
provolone, mozzarella, romano ·and filled pasta noodles covered in , were disappointed that this chicken
ages of buffalo, the vast Western
marinara sauce. The combination parmigiana didn't come served
Not only are the portions family . red onions.
landscape, Native Americans, size, but so is the menu, which is
·
Under the
..
of the cheese with pasta.
cowboys, gunslingers, prairie posted on the wall. After much delib- inclusive
created a deli"Daiei" or the dessert section of
women,. wagon trains arid the eration, our group of six decided to "Side Dishes"
cious yet mild the menu should come with a perstruggle to survive against the try a little bit of everything. Under was the home.cheese flavor sonal translator. We tried the "Torta
harsh, unciviliz~d West reveal the "Antipasti" section, we .tried the made garlic
that was very Formaggio con Raspberry," or the
the archetype of the folklore of garlic bread which came loaded with mashed potadifferent from cheesecake with raspberry sauce.
the American West.
the ave-rage This thick block of cheesecake was
garlic cloves and onions baked into - toes, which was
For more information, call the bottom. Other significant items many of the
overpowering good, but not spectacular.
Adrian Lilly at (4i9)255-8000.
in this section are bruschetta and fried guests' favorOther desserts include spumoni
flavor
ofites. Unfortu~
calamari.
ricotta filled ice-cream and bottle of limoncello,
Our next decision concerned nat<;:ly, they
manicotti: a hard liquor drink that was recomas
which "Neapolitan Pizza" to choose. . weren't
Other items mended as a great way to finish a
under "Pasta',. meal.
Margherita was very simple yet mouth warm as ex-·
Now th.rough Dec. 23, the
. Our server, Chris, was very
inClude macaroni rosa (with
watering.It is a 12 slice flat br~ad pected.
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park
pizza loaded with tomatoes, fresh
The wi9est section, as you might chicken, broccoli, mushrooms and .. knowledgeable and helpful when
presents i Love You, You 're Permozzarella and basil.
guess at any Italian restaurant, is peas in pink sauce).
it came to decisions about what and
fect, Now Change. ·
Other considerations were Pro- the "Pasta." Manicotti was the fea. For a more simple Italian dish how much to order. The large tables
This musical joyridethrough
sciutto Rollato, made with prosciutto tured pasta of the evening and was that will not disappoint, try the spa- and ornately decorated smal I
the lessons of lm:'e reads like a
ghetti, served . rooms provides a close environlitany ofrelationship milestones.
with baseball- ment for a great group dining exFrom primping for the first date
sized meatballs. perience.
.
and then struggling to reach
Take time to check out all· the
Under the
common conversational ground
s e c t i o n funny and sarcastic pictures decoto waiting for that post-evening
"Entrees" you rating the walls: As a, group of six
phone call or taking the decisive
can find dishes we spent about $110, including a
walk down the aisle, it covers all
like eggplant 20 percent tip, .but that provided us
of the secretly-held views we
parmigiana and with a lot of leftovers.
have about dating but are afraid
veal
limone
If you enjoy authentic Italian
to admit.
with
white food and are looking for a place
Ticket prices range from $35
beans, escarole that is created for large group dinto $43. For more information,
and
lemon ing, Buco di Beppo will impress
call 421-3888.
sauce. In addi- you.
Note this restaurant is consistion, there are
many chicken tently·booked, so make reservations
entrees like the about a week in advance or you
delicious might b'e waiting in the cold sev. The Graduate Program in Arts
chicken eral hours for a table to open up.
Administration at the University
of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of music will host the sec~~~~~..~~~~{'if.
·~i1~;~~~:'~}.i~Jt~'·:~:
ond annual Joan Cochran
~~~r:
~I~~
Rieveschl.Series on Issues in the
~
~,!;!
"'~l~~~~~
....
.mL"i: ,-i~l:~~: ~;;·;~'I."
~1Ja::1•
It!~
Arts with a forum entitled The
Performing Arts 011 the Internet.
The following discs are due for release on or before Nov. 14 ...
Friday, Nov. 17
Wednesday, Nov. 15
The forum brings together
Jars of Clay
Fat Mama
arts leaders to discuss issues such
Original Soundtrack, Live Through This (Atlantic) ... Marilyn Manson,
w/Jennifer Knapp
w/ Ron Levy's Wild Kingdom
as product development, financ- Holy Wood (In the Shadow ofthe Valley of Death) (Interscope) ... Master P,
@Barrelhouse Brewing Com
@ Vineyard Christian Fellow
ing, marketing, distribution and Ghetro Postage (No Limit) ... Mamphis Bleek, The U11derstanding (Def
ship
'
pany
profitability in the context of Jam) ... The Offspring, Conspiracy of 011e (Columbia) .. ~ Yo La Tengo,
Thursday, Nov. 16
Saturday, Nov. 18
new technologies.
Danelectro (Matador) ... Sade, Lovers Rock (Epic) ... Original Soundtrack,
. David Wilcox
Freekbass
The event will take place on Popular (Hollywood) ... T.he ~omino Kings, Life and 20 (High Toner ...
w/ Patty Larkin
@Mad Frog
Fridat, Oct. 27 from 1-3 p.m. in
@ 20th Century Theatre
the Particia Corbett Theatre.
... all dates are tentative.

. Toledo museum

Playhouse

CCM

New Releases

O!M:"hc•'WfflUlllor:"ll(lt-11

live Wires

ot~ r.1 illltl~ ~~~l•Lt·~--l
\•1
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Ca11 't Breathe ..
(Tommy Boy)

awful rap-core;just
another lousy imitation

-Jason Fabe1;
Contributing Writer

Hey, I have never heard of these
guys before either, so do·not. start
to suddenly worry· that yqu have
, fallen from the celestial rings of
rock knowledge.
·
. Moving in th.e sameTao of several other bands, Boiler Room delivers a mix of originality with the
familiar.
It's clear with the first song "Do
It Again" that these guys seriously
moved to make their own .sound
after being influenced by bands
like Type 0 Negative and Anthrax.
Rob Caggiano delivers a di-iving force behind both "Do It
Again" and "Can't Breathe/' Bassist James Meselsohn reinforces
Caggiano's guitar leading with a
sound much like Static-X and Papa
Roach. Vocalist ·Chris Lind prob-

N

Y

E A R

ably took a few lessons from Fred
Durst before making this album
bec_ause it is evident that he knows
when to smooth out his voice and
then scream out the verse ~nd then
follow with a hoarse groan here and
there.
Although I doubt these guys will
make it to the MTV music awards, I
applaud their work for its novelty·
(even if they do sound like most
other bands at the. far extreme of
.the alternative
and the con. sis tent quality of the songs.
Unlike most albums, Can't
· Breathe has consecutive good
·songs, fostead of the usual two hits
and then ten other songs which
would make theinusiciari's mother
cry..

Boiler Room ·

I
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·Shovel
Set It Off
(Geffen)

not quite a breakthrough
metal album
If the success in the. music industry depended on coolness of
name, album title and cover art,
Shuvel would own TRL.
However, quality of music seems
important to most of the listeners
and that is where these young
gentlemen falter.. Although I was
impressed with their guitar work,
the editing, and lyrics, the overall
presentation· lacks a sense of true
interest and musical talent.
The guitar work by Ryan Stuber
drives most of the album forward,
but fails to cover up the shaky lyrics and hackneyed yelling by the
vocalists Jeff Hollinger and Jsaac
Ayala.
"Set It Off' starts out the album
with a good intro but faltering lyrics, such as the first line of their.
verse: "Set it off I For the youth
gone rat-a-tat~ feel the aftermath".
It's a good try but who likes to pon-

R

E A R

deron the lyrics ofa song in a mosh
pit?
"Jump In" promises a better attempt next, but sounds like a ripped
off 311 song and "Hitlist" sounds
too much like RageAgainst tlie Machine .
.Most of the album continues in
this manner, but two songs do stand
out for their nonconformity to the
rest of the album: "Those Who
Stand in Line" and "When I Think."i ·· ""'"1~~::+-=-:
"Those Who Stand in Line" offers a powerful char.ge against conformity and arguing to put the
power back into the people. Al. thoug~ it offers a great guitar part
and catchy lyriCs, ''Those Who
Stand in Line" sounds too much
like something out of New World
Order.
· "When I Think" offers a nihilistic, pissed off ballad to the lost .
cause that is the human race. It
stands out in my mind most likely
because it seems to be the only possible song that you might hear on
the radio some day.
Regardless of these two songs,
the album does not deserve a dollar of your hardearned money. or
more than ten minutes of air time.
In comparison, I would have to
say _Shuvel _sounds most like Rage
Against the Machine for their guitar and _their lyrics full of social
criticism and political depravation.
Shuvel has potential and I expect to hear from them again. However, ".Set It Off' will not be their
breakthrough album.

-Jason Faber,
Contributing. Writer
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'Men of Honor' struggles to stay afloat
~

... ·.... ··"'

.

·.

.

·STRONG PERFORMANCES FROM TWO RELIABLE ACTORS SAVE A DROWNING SCRIPT
BY JOEL BOUTIERE
Contributing Writer

Movies like "Men of Honor" are ·
a shame. With a better script it
could have been Best Picture material.
Luckily for the viewers, Cuba
Gooding Jr. and Robert De Niro
manage to do the material more of
a service than it deserves, and as a
result, "Men of Honor" is a good,
but not great, film. ·
"Men of Honor" proposes to tell ·
the true life story
.of Carl Brashear,
the first black
naval officer to
achieve the rank
of
"Master
Diver," and how
he puts his heart
into achieving
his goals, despite
the racial' tensions between
him and his fellow recruits and the
. abuse of Master Chief Billy Sunday (De Niro).
Of course, most films that claim
to tell the '.'true story" are more
likely telling a vague version of
what really happened, filtered
through the standard Hollywood
cliches.
The film follows Brashear as he
joins the Navy, realizing the only
thing a black man would be allowed to do at this time in history
was become a cook. But Brashear
manages to impress a high-ranking

officer with his swimming skilis, dious, and
and he soon finds himself enrolled which makes
in diving school, where all the odds scenes. 1i ke
seem to be against him.
the
final
Will he· graduate from the exam of divschool? Will' he go on to get his ing school,
promotion to.Master Diver?
w h e r e
Does anybody_ watching the Brasheartries
movie believe he won't? The film desperately
seems to think we've never seen any. to assemble a
films like this one before, and there- pipeline in
fore triesto generate.suspense from near-freezing
moments when we already. know water, worth
·
how they will watching.
end. ·
Is it really
The cli- a surprise that
mactic scene De Niro's peri n a· court- formance
room is the goes a long
prime ex- way toward
ample of this, saving this
as director film? At first,
G e o r g e De
Niro
Tillman Jr. seems to be
( " S .o u I hamming it
Food") wrings every bit of emotion up a little too · Cuba Gooding, Jr. stands up to his doubtful superior (Robert DeNiro) in "Men of Honor'.'
out of the scene he can, to the point much, but as
where he couldn't have been more . we come to know Sunday, we real- been simply tacked on because test
obvious ifhe had shown somebody ize it's just the character's style to audiences wanted· an attractive
woman to stare at. She serves no·
holding up signs that read, "Cry be loud and.abrasive..
.
now" and "Cheer riow."
De Niro's portrayal helps to keep good purpose in the film except as
But the film is kept from being a Sunday's character from cruel window dressing.
An Oscar nomination for ·
waste based on the great perfor- · antagonizer to a friend of·
mances of the leads. Gooding Brashear's from being a completely Gooding would not b~ inconceivable, but as for "Men of Honor" as
throws himself whole-heartedly unbelievable personality change.
into his role, to the point where you
It's these good performances that a whole, it barely treads water.
almost wish he had saved his en- make the. viewer overlook minor
ergy for a better script.
flaws.
It is his performance alone that
Sunday's wifo, played by
. keeps this film from becoming te- Charlize Theron, seems to have

'Red Planet' a desolate experience
HOLLYWOOD'S LATEST SPACE EFFORT FAILS TO BREAK THE SET MOLD OF MEDIOCRITY
BY JULIE SMALLWOOD
" Contributing Writer
Oh God, I know, I know - not
another Mars m~vie. You'd think
after NASA screwed up the last Mars
mission, Hollywood would have
gotten the hirit that we're tired of
that planet. Watching "Mission to
Mars" from beginning to end could
actually lower your IQ by at least
10 points.
Luckily, going to see "Red
Planet" won't make you flunk out
of calculus (l!nless you're already
failing, in which
case you should
stay home and
study).
Granted, it's not
Oscar-worthy,
the acting isn't
phenomenal
and the plot's
no.t stupendous,
it's an all·
around entertaining film that
· leaves you satisfied as you walk
from the theater. In theory, you
should hate it, but you don't.
The film takes place 50 years in
the future; several decades after we
realize the Earth is in serious envi·
ronmental trouble (even frogs are
extinct).
·
The United Sates, along with
some international help, decides to

start making Mars hospitable for tech gadgets than
human life. Sending up many al- George Jetson and.
gae samples, they get plant life to .his boy Elroy.
grow and thrive on the planet, thus
Kilmer does a fine
creating breathable oxygen for pos- . job
as
Rob
sible human colonies.
Gallagher,
the
But suddenly their project be- mission's "janitor,"
gins to fail, so they decide to send and Moss '(Keanu 's
up the first manned mission to Mars female sidekick in
to pinpoint the problem and repair 'The Matrix") delivit.
ers her fancy tech
Enter Commander Kate ~Bow jargon with crediililman (Carrie-Ann Moss) and her ity. Tom· Sizemore,
five rrian crew consisting of biolo- as always, provides
gists, philoso- fine acting with. his
phers, astro- portrayal of the matnauts and a . ter-of-fact yet funmechanic, loving- biologist Dr.
played by the Burchenal.
delectable Val
The other actors,
PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROTHERS
Kilmer.
on the other hand,
Space
explorers
led
by
Val
Kilmer
search
for
life
on
earth's
alternative
in Warner Brothers
Now it's were basically crap.
"Red
Planet"
·
your straight Benjamin Bratt is
sci-fi-action- simply a bad actor,
thriller plot: and his role as Ted s.a:nten only con- 20 minutes before he becomes the losophize about how we 're destroyproblems be- firmed this.
ing our planet and how it might be
. first one to bite it?
.
fore, during
Simon Baker (Felicity's boyThe plot did tend to get a little . great to live on Mars, it basically
and after their landing on the Mar- friend) should have turned down hokey with ~11 the technological says that Mars s~cks and even a
tian surface. Some people take the role as the backstabbing, para- advances in the span of 50 years sickly Earth is better than that desonoid Chip Pettengill and stayed on a droid with incredible artificial late planet.
charge, ·and some people flip o.ut.
O,ne of the pluses to this movie theWB.
It was an enjoyable way to
intelligence, a talking ship, etc. Terrence Stamp does a fine job but then again who knows what spend an evening. Plus, you don't
are the special effects. Staying true
to the action genre, the film is full as Dr. Bud Chan till as, but must ev· we'll have invented in half a cen- leave feeling like the movie industry is taking all your money (well,
of explosions and eardrum shatter- ery science movie have an old wise tury?
·
ing sounds. The depiction of the British dude that knows science
It is difficult to pinpoint what it not totally at least).
Martian landscape was impressive can't solve every problem? And is that makes "Red Planet" enjoyand the characters use more high· why must he. wax philosophical for able. It just is. It didn't try to phi·
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live it up in gay Paris

THESE ANIMATED YOUNGSTERS GET AROUND! WHAT TOMFOOLERY WILL THEY BESTOW ON FRANCE?
loves children so she can take over phrases, including:
the company. The wily Angelica "Someone must have
It remains a truism regarding the blackmails Coco then tells her gotten up on the wrong
success of child~oriented films that Chuckie 's dad, Chas, is looking for side of the bread," and,
they must also offer the parents, who a wife. Coco, with the help of her my personal favorite:
inevitable end up taking their kids soft-spoken, matronly ill?sistant ''.For feet's sake!" In
to see the movies some sort of comic Kira, struggles. with her affection . other words, you really
relief. Movies by the like of Disney. for the children,, while the Rugrats, have to be paying attenand Dreamworks tend to _appeal to being the Rugrats, .create all man- tion to catch all the little
adults as well as children ifnot in neroftrouble for Coco and her evil · jokes slipped into the
movie .
their usuaily positive message, in plot to take over the company.
.The ·movie and its outcome are
All you lovers of
their universal entertainment value.
Nickelodeon realizes this and rather predictable. There are no real third grade humor fear
proves as much in their latest re- surprises as· far as plot goes. The not. There is plenty of
lease: "Rugrats in Paris: The Rugrats create episode after crazy potty humor to go
episode of mayhem until things around from an obvious
Movie."
_work
out in their favor. But it is the pun on "wee-wee'-' tp
The story follows a basic plot.
journey·
that matters, .not the desti- Phil and Lil's recurring
The Pickles family is called t() Paris
1
· bouts with flatulence
nation.
when Stu Pickles design, the· meand Spike urinating on
The
movie
offers
enjoyable
and
c ha ni ca I Reptar at Euroclever
parodies
of
"The
Godfather,"
the Eifel Tower. ChilReptarland, breaks down. Coinci"A
Few
Good
dren
of all ages are guardentally, all his
Men"
and
anteed
to find somefriends are in"King
Kong."
thing
which
makes them
vitea with him. ·
laugh.
There
is
one
Our fearless, piAll the usual characparticular! y
geon-toed leader
ters
can be found with the
comic moTominy Pickles
ment of self- usual voi£es. Special
and his band of
p arod y
as mention goes to Susan
PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT
mischief-makers
well when Sarandon and John France doesn't stand a chance! The "Rugrats'' are readyfor adventure in "Rugrats in
invade Paris.
Phil . com- Lithgow, adding their Paris: The Movi'e'.'
The wackiness
·
ments on a voc·a1 talents to Coco
ensues.
musical they and Lean-Claude, respectively. Let the Dogs Out?'' Little of the works and never strays from its inIn order to
are watching. Tim Curry also lends his voice to film went by without some song tended audience while utilizing
serve the need
He speaks for one of the Sumo wrestlers in the that didn't belong playing in the· enough sensibility to fealize parfor a moral in the
ents are more likely to bring their
background.
film, Chuckie, the red-headed all those who bemoan the use of karaoke bar.
Fans_ of the "Rugrats" cartoon kids to the theater when they know
· The soundtrack is also a large
weezer, wants a new mom. The music in movies when he moans:
part of this movie. The songs play will adore this movie because it _there will be some laughs for them
owner of Reptarland, the snooty "I hate it when they sing."
Throughout the movie the to the pre-teen audience with Aaron ·never errs from its successful for- as welt
· and high-strung Coco La Bouche
needs _to prove to her boss that she Rugrats speak childish turns of Carter's "Life is a Party" and "Who mula. Nickelodeon sticks to what

BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ
Contributing Writer
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DVD and the best film ever made
.HISTORY'S BES·T FILM FAILS TO DELIVER DVD IN ALL ITS GLORY
BY MICHAEL RIESENBECK
Contributing Writer

"Citizen Kane" is regarded by
most· critics as the best film ever
made. A few years ago, the American Film Institute ranked it as such,
and there wasn't too much dispute.
"Citizen Kane" was th~ first film
by Orson Wells, and released tn
1941, it was ahead of its time with
regard to production values.
Based on his career in radio,
young Wells Uust 24 at the time)
was given complete control over
the making of "Citizen Kane" by
RKO studios. This was extraordinary considering the fact Wells had
yet to make a film in Hollywood.
Back then it was apparent Wells
was a genius, but it would be long
after "Citizen Kane" was released
before it would pe held in such
high regard. One main reason for
that is the subject matter of "Citizen Kane."
Orson Wells set out to depict
media mogul William Randolph
Hearst who was considered by many
the most powerful man in the world.
Hearst, publisher of the San
Francisco Examine1; didn 'tjust report the news - he made the news.
He filled The Examiner with sensational stories, many of which were
fabricated.

William Randolph Hearst and
his staff took the news and made it
their own. This was never more evident than with regard to the Spanish-American War. "You provide
the pictures and I'll provide the
War," ~e said.
Thanks in part to reports in The
Exambier, the war effort took off,
and so did circu1a ti on
of
Hearst's paper.
It was that·
aspect
of
Hearst's life
Wells wanted to
expose. Wells' ·
character of
Charles Foster
Kane mirrored ·
Hearst to the
fullest. The in~
fluence, power, wealth and greed
of Hearst's life was now on the silver screen for all to see. He was
none too happy.
Wells never mentions Hearst in
the film~ but he didn't have to. The
similarities were so great Hearst and
everyone else in the country knew
what "Citizen Kane" was about.
- Wells had used "yellow journalism" against Hearst, and he was furious.
The story didn't end there

though. Hearst was the best at that
type of journalism, and he se~ put
to ruin "Citizen Kane" and Wells
himself.
Wells had crushed Hearst in
public, and Hearst did the same to
Wells. There was no doubt the film
was great, but come Oscar time
"Citizen Kane'~ earned only one of
its nine nominations. Hearst
not only buried
the film, he buried Wells' reputation, making
waves all the
way to the FBI,
which accused
Wells of being a
communist.
It is this e'pic
struggle over
"Citizen Kane" that is depicted in
the DVD "The Battle Over Citizen
Kane." The acclaimed documen.tary originally aired on PBS as part
of "The American Experience" series, and is now available on DVD.
The two-hour program takes the
audience inside the lives of Wells
and Hearst, and chronicles their
battle over the film.
The audio and video quality is
what you would expect from a documentary originally aired on televi-

sion. The Dolby Digital 2.0 mix
isn't anything spectacular, but for
a program such as this it doesn't
have to be. For a movie it should
be, but for a historical documentary, audio (and video which is .
nothing more than what you would ·
find on television) is secondary.
The DVD contains no extras
other than an Orson Wells.
filmography and an Internet Web
link for the program. Still, the lack
of extras should not take away from
the enjoyment of the documentary.
The ratings are low for the technical aspects of the DVD, but the
documentary itself earns the high~
est marks.
"The Battle Over Citizen Kane'~
is not a title you'll want to buy because of what the DVD has to offer.
It is the program itself that holds
all of the selling power.
History buffs as well as fans of
"Citizen Kane" should take note
of this documentary. It is a fascinating look at the making of a great
American film and the media
firestorm it sparked.
If you're looking for something
different on DVD that is more interesting than entertaining (though
history can be that), "The Battle
Over Citizen Kane" is for you.
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. Are you looking for an entrylevel position with one of the
most profitable banks in the
country? Fifth Third Bank can
provide you a position that can
be the start of a great career.

. -Data Entry Operator /Encod•r
Part·Time
2nd Shift • 6:30pm·Finish
5 Days: Mo11day·Friday or
4 Days: Friday·Monday

Houses and
Apartments for

rent
·for the

2000.zoo·•

·

·

If you ever wonted to get your loot in the door of one of the most profttoble honks
in the notion, now is your chance! Employees enjoy excellent benefits such as:
• Career growth and stability ·
•Tuition assistance ·
•Excellent medical/dental
•Free employee checking
• Bose and i~centive pay
• Free parking in osecured area
. •Annual performance bonus
. • Company matched 401 Kand more!
We currently hove posttions available for candidates with the following qualifications:
• Prior stable work history
• Excellent attendance
. •Experience in data entry/I 0-key skills •Previous proof experience is o plus
Please call Tanya Minella at 513-744-8497. Reference Code: TJMPRF.

scb4)ol year!

Call Darrell
at
793-5777

Returns Clerk.
Full·Time ·
Monday·Friday, 8am·5pm
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• Prior stable work history
. • Excellent attendance
• Experience with I0-keyI data entty
If you meet the above qualifications, please call Brian Field at 513-744"8236.
· Reference Code: BMfRET•
Send resumes indicating Position Tiiie and Reference Code, to: fifth Third
. Bank, Resume Processing Center, P.O. Box 2531, Cincinnati, OH 45201·
2531. Email: jobs@53.com. fax: .8B8·892-4115. Fihh Third B.onk is on
equal opportunity employer.
.
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Do you want to give your par~nts
a Christmas present .a week until
May? Purchase. a gift
subscription for them befo~e
Thanksgiving Break.

We can help.

Each issue of The Xavier Newswire, the campus °:ewspaper, is- packed with Xavier news,
sports, entertainment and opinions. It's the best way to keep up with the events and happenings that are affecting your son
or daughter during their time here ..

'
.
.
r-------------~---------------------------------------,

Let

The Xaviei

Newswire provide you each

week with:
• In-dd.epth coverage of camdpbushevednts
•Lea ing commentary an e in · . the-scenes insight into Xavier sports
c
•Moving 1eatures o Xavier campus
personalities and groups
•Important campus security updates
r·

.

·

Ye S I

~

I.

Sig-n me up for one-year home delivery subscription to The Xavier
Newswire. I understand I will receive 13 issues over the. course of the second semester. :
·I have endosed my $15 payment with this form.
1

~~~r:~5;· ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·:.·.'.•.'.'.'.'.'.::.'.':.'.'::.":::::::::.':~::~:::::::::::::::::::::::: . Mail to: ~~~o~~:e~:C:7:a~:
City/State: ·································································
Zip Code: ...................................................................

3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207 ·

1
1
1
1

·I
Please f;ll out this form completely and enclose a check or money order for $15 made out to 771e Xavier Newswire. The Newswire is I
printed on Wednesday. Subscribers generally receive their issue the Monday after publication. Please submit all payment by Febrary I
.
15,2001.
I
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WIN TICKETS!!!

Be one of the first people to email us at:
· Newswireads@yahoo.com with your name and email address,
And you'll WIN!.
.
The date of the preview is: Monday, November 20, 2000
Time: 7:00pm .
Place: Showcase Springdale
12064 Springfield Pike
(Route 4 and I-275)
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1o2 DALMATIANS Domestic Title and Billing 9I18/00

NOW HIRING
at

FE:QQAQi'S
-LiTTL6 iTALY.. *Servers
* Host/Hostess
* Kitchen Help

* Part-time & Full-time
*Great experience
* Fun· environment

.................... ·······················r········································-············-·

Interviews with us 10:00 AM - 5:00
PM Monday - Friday
MADEIRA
7677 Goff Terrace
across from Kroger's

272-2220

MONTGOMERY
11384 Montgomery Road
behind Blockbuster Video
489-9777

ENJOY. 2 GREAT. LOCATIONSf
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There seems to be so mtich going on and yet~. at the same time,
absolutely nothing. The new Ricky
Martin disc was released ·yesterday, begging the question, why
hasn't he disappeared into pop
culture folklore yet? There is still
no new president, and, you know
what? It doesn't even interest me
anymore. I figure some evening in
December they are. going to arinounce the new president, who
could be Daffy Duck or the little
kid from "Jerry Maguire" for all I
care. The big announcement will
finally arrive and all the political
analysts will claim they foresaw
this outcome weeks ago and cite
such events as the fall of the Berlin Wall or Pete Rose being banned
from baseball. In a symbolic ad~
m.issk,. •f defeat, the loser will ta.ke
a vacation with his family and make
a T-shirt with the clever phrase:
"You 'JI see me in 2003" while I express my anger or elation by finally
shutting off the television and
shooting 270 shots of Ocean
Spray Cranicot in honor of last
· week's "Growing Pains" reunion
and in memoriam for ALF.
The Surgeon General feels
validated today as The Great
American ·Smok~out encourages
addictsto break their habit for one
day in the hopes Joe Camel will no ·
longer be looked upon with such
ad.vertising disdain. For those
who need some sort of fix today,
you can walk through the cloud of
smoke that surrounds
the entrances to Alter Hall between
classes, or can go to the International Coffee Hour in the Romero
Center at 3:30 p.m. The caffeine in
the coffee should curb your
cravings and keep you up until well
after midnight, when you can once
again smo~e your sweet; sweet fil- .
tered friend.

all

Since SAC contin~es to ignore
my demands for recognition of the

Weekenders. A free show! Even
the kid who bought my MASK
toys had to pay two bits.

By Adam Ziemkievilicz To place an item in the. .calendar, call 745-3122 or mail
to ML 2129.
.

November 19

shirt. Hopefully, there won't be any
and Diana Ross' "Enc\less Love."
One man dressed up as both . large, PG-13 clad men at the Homecoming Dance in· the Cint.as CenLionel and Diana. I wantVHl to
ter from 9 p.m. until l a.m. You betdb a show on what ever happened
ter check when you purchase your
to that guy. He's probably my
· tickets for $13 jn Nieporte Lounge
pastor now or something. At any
yesterday and today.
rate, let's see how many guys.
cross-dress in Tucker's Lounge at
8 p.m. as SAC sponsors the Lip
Sync Contest. If anyone mouths ·
"Who Letthe Dogs Out?" blood
November 18 . .
will be shecl.
Okay, if you do nothing else
today, you need to see the HomeExtra! Extra! Read all about it! I
November 16
have always wanted to carry a· coming Parade which begins
around 11:30a~m. If you don't you
If your Incan blood is boiling
stack of papers and yell that at the
will miss the appearal).ce of, and I
today, it is probably due to. the
top of my lungs while people
am not making this up, Syrian
sympathy, pains you are feeHng for
rushed by on their way to work
your brothers who were massacred
and never stopped to buy any of . Temple Shriners. I can't wait.to
. see their felt fez caps and their tiny·
by Pizarro on this date in 1532. If
my damn papers until I could no
red tricycles. Nothing says Xavier
you don't know how to deal with
longer pay the rent on my onelike the Shriners. And I thought
these flashbacks and you fear you
room apartment and I had to move
nothing could top last year's spemay seek Montezuma's revenge
back in with my loud, abusive, Italcial guest, Moses on a pogo stick.,
on your roommate, you should
ian parents and listen to my dad
visit the fortune tellers, sponsored
·complain about the· news that he
If you already have your tickby SAC in Nieporte Lounge from
bought from that capitalizing basets you will be visiting the Cintas
tard Sven who envokes s'ympathy
noon until 4 p.m. They should be
Center at 4 p.m. for the men's basable to tell you if you will ever find
with his fake German accent. Imketball home opener Vf>. Miami. If
the love of your life or end up like
migrant my ass. By the way, if you
you don't, you probably don't
Maximilian.
want to go to the Miami game, you
care enough to,watch it on the WB:
need to bring your All-Card and
"The Hughleys" was willing to
Now that we have had our CenGreen Card to the Cintas Center
give up its slot. You know. this
tral American history, Jet us bring
starting at 3 p.m.
game's important. How fitting vie
things a little closer to home as The ·
should be playing the Hurricanes,
Office of Multicultural Affairs prewhat with the overkill we haye had
sents "American History X" in
of
Oz and its wacky wizard this
Kelley Auditorium at 6 p.m. I had
No'vember 17
·week.
·no idea the Jetter X had such hisI had this dream that I wanted
torical significance it deserved its
to asjc Judy Garland out on a.date.
True story: I once ate a toenail.
own movie. This now makes X the
All my friends told me to go for it
True story: My dad sold all my
most used Arabic Jetter in film hisbecause she had a reputation for
MASK toys in a garage sale. Contory. Pis gonna be so pissed when
he. finds out.
blowing meh ... away. Then my
nection: I should have eaten my
mom started yelling at me, telling
MASK toys. I would s~ill be able
me to eat all my brussel sprouts
to enjoy their deceptive, personalDoes anyone else remember
while Jennifer Blake; a girl I had a·
ity-altering goodness. Alas, I must
that late '80s music show "Puttin'
crush on in third grade, started
fill my need for pop culture referon the Hits?'' Granted, it had nothmaking out with Kojak. I hope I
ences in Kelley Auditoriurm at 8
ing on "Star Search," but it did
wake up from this dream soon.
p.m. as "Don't Tell Anna" performs
have one of the all-time greatest
a free show sponsored by SAC and
performances of Lionel Richie's · Kojak is starting to take off ·his

Attention all seniors who ran
from the Cafe screan:iing for your
gastrointestinal life. For $3 you
can come back to the Cafe from 11
a,m. until 1:30p.m. today. If you're
worried, they still have all the cereal. But don't count on finding
any pepper turkey.

contributions of the Munchkin
· population on the tri-state area, I
will be picketing the Munchkin
Money March, beginning in
Kelley Auditorium at 8 p.m. I want
to see if anyone is going to win
the scavenger hunt when I own
the o_nly 15 autographed photos
in existence of the Fat Man from
"fake and the Fat Man.~·
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FRIDAY

This kid I knew in high school
nameq Kevin Vander was totally ·
obsessed with his Erector Set. He
once ereded a working weather
.. ,tower in his backyard that not only
· picked up Doppler waves, but also
allowed him to eavesdrop on telec
phone conversations for three
square miles. We realized so many
adolescent fanta.sies ·because of
that tower. Well; I don't know if
the women's basketball team can
compare. wit_h anything Vander .
built, but they will be playing in
their home opener at 2 p.m. in the
Cintas Center.

November 20
In an· ad taken out in USA Today a couple weeks ago, we were
informed by some Fundamentalist
that "God considers homosexu~i
i ty an abomin.ation.". Now, I
thought the Enola was the only
Gay who could safely claim: "I
bomb a nation." Find out what' a
plethora of religious sects say
about homosexuality when
OutFront hosts a dialogue in
Kelley Auditorium at7:30p.m.

1\JESDAY
November 21
Tap your shoes together three
times and say: "There's no place
like home."

Classified ads are 25 cents per word with· a $6 minimum. To place your classified ad in The Newswire
call the advertising department and ask for Beth Goffena at. (513)745-3561 or send an email to
newswireads@yahoo.com.

-

HELP
WANTED

Sales jobs. Full time/part-,
time for the holiday season in
the Eastgate mall. Comfort
Zone needs enthusiastic, outgoing and fun people to demonstrate and sell their products.
$6-$20/hour. Students, housewives encouraged. 459-3053.
E-blz with your own Web
site! FT/PT. Earn money 24171
jcg@niymail.globlon.com
Professional couple residing in Anderson Township seeks
part-time babysitter for 4 yr. old
and infant sons on Saturday
or
Sunday
afternoons
(approx. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.) and
occasional weekend nights.
Must have own transportation,
child-care experience, impeccable references and undergo
a background check. Call 5585068 and leave a message. .

Survive Spring Break 2001 !
All the hottest destinations/hotels! Campus· Sales representatives and student organizations. wanted! Visit intercampus.com or call (800)3276013. The tribe has spoken!
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air, Free Food,
Drinks and Parties! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Mazatlan
& Florida. Travel Free & Earn
Cash! Do It on the Web! Go
to StudentClty.com or call
(800)293-1443 for info.
Marketing company (not
telemarketing) that services
globally recognized manufacturers of household products
in consumer goods seeks
motivated candidates for parttime, seasonal positions in our
operations department; doing
promotional analysis. Great
resume· builder! $9-$11/hr.
Scanner Applications, Inc.
Contact: Tony Gromada at
248-5588, ext. 176. 2001 Ford
Circle, Suite A, Milford, OH
45150.

Enthusiastic people needed
to work in a fun, creative environment selling stationary, invitations, greeting cards, wrap
and gifts. FT/PT available. Cali
Kim, downtown, Monday-Friday;
9 a.m.-4 p.m. at 5799458 or Krissy, Kenwood, Monday- Friday;
9 a.m. -4 p.m. at
791-6426.
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
& Jamaica. Cali Sun Coast Vacations for a free brochure and
ask how you can organize a
small group & Eat, Drink,
Travel ·Free & Earn Cash! Cali
(800)777-4642 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com.

Caregiver, reliable, nonsmoker, east side home, 2
active school boys, week
days: 7 a.m.-8:15 a.m./4 p.m.6 p.m., summer Frr. Drug test
possible; call 553-9713.

SPRING

BREAK."

Spring Bre.ak Jamaica
from $419! Mexican cruise
from $499 plus Bahamas!
ReggaeJAM Tours Free Info.
(800)"U"REGGAE (9 a.m.-6
p.m. live: 24f7 recorded) reggaejam.com or jammon@gte.net.

Newly renovated house at
. 2104 Cleaney Ave. 6+ bdrms,
sola~ium, washer/dryer. Walking distance to XU. Great location with beautiful interior
architecture. New furnace
and· central air. $300 pip +
utilities. Available Oct. 1. 9858576.

FOR RENT
Spacious 7 bdrm, 31/2 bath
house at 887 Clinton ·Springs.
Equiped with appliances and
washer/dryer. Available June,
2001. 321-0043.

.

."

·· MISC.
.
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Everybody's Records is the
best record store In town. Get
cash or tra'de for your mint
condition CDs. Wide selection
of rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
punk & more! Posters, stickers & buttons, too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday;
noon-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge Av·
enue.

